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BACKGROUND TO THE 1?77 P.S'/I S'.V

During the past year there has been a great increase in public discussion in the UK of the issues involved in the proposals for expanded
nuclear power programmes, with particular attention being paid to the introduction of ccinnercial fast reactors. Publication of a Report by the Royal
Commission on Environmental Pollution - Chairman, Sir Brian Flowers - and
of answers provided by the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate to a series
of questions posed by the Secretary of State for Energy ar.d others have
played a large part in the public discussion of the role of fast reactors.
Nationally there has been, in effect, zero growth in the rate of
electrical demand, while the first two 1250 M',V(E) Advanced Gas-cooled
Reactor (AGR) stations- have been successfully working up to steady full
power operation.

Design and development work on the Fast Reactor programme in the UK
has continued at about the same level as the previous year. The UK Atomic
Energy Authority continues to employ the greatest share of its resources
on the fast reactor programme - currently nearly £5CM a'year and a professional staff effort of nearly 7C0 is being expended. Priority has been
given to work for bringing the Prototype ?3st Reactor (?FR) at Dounreay up
to full power operation. CEG3 staff have continued to assist in PFR
operations and technical contributions have been made by various specialist
groups to the resolution of difficulties. The smaller Dounreay Fast
Reactor (DFR) has continued to operate satisfactorily and has had its
operational life extended by a few weeks to allow the completion of experiments loaded in the cores it will shortly be shut down and decommissioned.

The Nuclear Power Company (MFC) responsible for the design ar.d construction of nuclear reactors in the UK have continued work on the
engineering design of the first Commercial Fast Reactor (C?S): there
have been no fundamental changes to the reactor concept during the past
year but a number of improvements have been made, in particular to the
layout of the station and to the secondary containment structure. A
decision to change to a restrained core design is expected to be taken
during 1977.
The Central Electricity Generating Hoard (CEG3) have maintained an
active interest in the development of a fast reactor suitable for use on
the UK electricity generation system. They have given attention to a
number of issues including factors of importance in siting considerations,
the evaluation of the consequences if major reactor accidents (in order
to assess the standards of reliability ar.d engineered safeguards systems
required to guard against the occurence of a public hazard), the cost/
benefit and uraniun demand characteristics of electricity generation
systems employing sodium-cooled and gas-cooled fast reactors in various
modes of operation.
The AHA continues to devote a small amount of effort to a study of
gas-cocled fast reactors. This includes the limited experimental programme on circuit materials started last year and a study of various

The Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (Mil) has continued to be
closely associated with development work on the safety of fast reactors.
Their present views on this are summarised in their 'Answers' mentioned
above, which includes the statement that
"Given, as seems reasonably likely, a successful outcome to the
development work new in hand or envisaged, there should be no
reason 'why a commercial fast reactor cannot be made safe enough
to be licensed by the Inspectorate."
The UK attaches great importance to collaboration with other
countries concerned in the development of fast reactors. There are agreements for exchange of information with most countries having major fast
reactor programmes and, in addition, the UK supports the work of several
international organisations, such as the EEC Co-ordinating Committee for
Fast Reactors, MEA, CSNI and the I'.VGFR. During the year the existing
exchange agreement between the AEA and the US Energy Research and
Development Administration expired and a new agreement was signed. This
is expected to lead to increased exchange of information and joint prograces of work between the UK and USA. An agreement with the US Nuclear
Regulatory Commission is expected to be signed very shortly. The UK
agreement with the USSR State Committee for the Utilisation of Atomic
Energy, covering technical exchange of information, was extended for
another five years and a further programme of team visits over the period
1977 to 1979 was settled. Secondment of CEG3 staff to the SBK organisation in Germany continues, and the possibility of participation in the
NERSA organisation is under consideration.
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DFR is now completing the second stage of Run 31, its final run.
During the first stage sodium boiling was induced in the test rigs on 3
n.unber of occasions. Following each episode stable operating conditions
were restored when the coolant flow was increased. Replacement rigs have
•now been installed and the experiments will continue until about mid-Mar:h.
Preliminary wark has started on the decontamination of seme of the
peripheral plant and plans have been made for the eventual decommissioning
of the reactor.
3.

PROTOTYPS FAST REACTC3

During 1975 the PFR programme has concentrated on raising power
gradually and in demonstrating that the design characteristics had been
achieved. To reach this objective considerable effort was devoted in the
early part of the year to overcoming the profclw:i& associated with the few
small leaks detected in the steam generator units reported previously.
There are in all seme 10, CCO tube-tc-tubesheet '.velds and to date 10 of
these have developed small leaks corresponding to holes up to about C«C2 mm
diameter, detected by the hydrogen leak detectors before more than a few
grams of water had leaked. Research and development work v/as also carried
out to determine the cause of the leaks. In the superheaters the effect
of the leaks was compounded by caustic stress corrosion effects which
caused the leak to grow more rapidly than anticipated. 3y the middle of
the year all three secondary circuits were in operation and the station
operated at 150 MV/(=) and 5C0 MW(H), i.e. 6C% and 33$ of design power
respectively.
The next stage involved the thorough commissioning and testing of
the plant components while at high power. The usual power station shakedown problems of high performance stssm plant were met and systematically
dealt with.
Towards the end of the year there were indications suggesting
possibility of another leak in an evaporator. Nevertheless at the
February 1977 it was possible with ail three circuits operating to
the reactor briefly up to full thermal pewer of 6CO MV/ (electrical
2CC AIW - SOfa of full power) before the shutdown for refuelling.

the
end of
bring
output

During the whele of the year the resctcr itself has continued to
operate steadily ar.d reliably. At times when one of the three steam
raising circuits was shut down for leak location and repair the reactor
has continued to operate, but at reduced power levels.
As a result of the experience gained with the steam generators, a
new design of tube bundle has been produced for C7R. In this design there
is no weld with scdium on one side and water and steam on the other and no
under-scdiun welds. This is achieved by bringing the ends of the tubes
through the tubesheet in thermal sleeves. The tube ends extend beyond
the tube sheet and are welded into headers. The tubes are fastened to the
thermal sleeves which are in turn v/elcied to the tube sheet. Tube bundles
cf this new design will be tested in PFR as replacements for the present
suoerheaters and roheatsrs.

In surmar/ the cast year has seen the achievement fcr the first ti.Tie
of the full tnerr.ai output fron ??3. Steady progress has been .T.ads
towards the gsal of full power operation at 3 high load factor but with
particular importance ceir.g attached to obtaining information of value
in the design of a commercial fast reactor.
4.
4.1

Ca.1f.1ERC!AL FAST REACTOR

CORE DESIGM

Work has continued on the engineering evaluation of the 1320 .WW(E)
Commercial Fast Reactor (CFR) and no reason has emerged from tnese studies
to make any changes of significance to the main features of this plant.
Continuing analysis and development of the design is confirming that the
more critical features of the primary circuit will satisfactorily meet
the design life requirements under the combination of thermal, dynamic and
statically applied loadings. Following a first stage appraisal of alternative methods of core sub-assembly support a decision was made to concentrate
only on the passively restrained core style. A decision to adopt this
design in preference to the free standing core is expected to be made during 1977. Reflecting the increasing importance of conserving uranium ore
supplies an advanced design of oxide fuel containing 271 uprated pins of
about 6 mm diameter in the same size sub-assembly as PFR is being prepared.
An optimisation study of wrapper thickness from the point of view of
uranium ore utilisation has indicated improvements from decreasing it to
2 mm. The increase in neutron economy from the reduction in steel more
than offsets the reduction from the increased spacing between sub-assemblies
required to acccrrmodate the extra dilation of the wrapper from irradiation
creep. A further study has shown considerable benefits from small
reductions in cladding thickness.

active maintenance facilities, the stcon generator buildings being located
betv/eer. them closely surrcur.dir.g the cor.tair.rr.er.t. '.Vith t.-.e establishment
of this basic station layout, work has now conjnenced on design of the
secondary circuits in which the principal problems lie in provision of
adequate flexibility for the picework within a relatively confined space to
meet design codes. It is currently proposed that there are eight secondary
circuits and intermediate heat exchangers, with two steam generators to
each secondary circuit, but other arrangements are being considered.
4.4. FUEL CYCLE
Pre-reactor storage of mixed oxide fuel at fixed enrichments for long
periods of time has been shewn to raise problems with fuel containing a
high proportion of Pu-241» as a result of its decay into Am-241 which is
less reactive and produces neutrons from ar-n reactions in the oxide fuel.
In addition, during irradiation Am-241 is converted to Cm-242 and 24/.
which are strong neutron emitters.
4.5

Satisfactory nucleonic instrumentation schemes have been developed
for the present design, which has an annular fuel store around the reactor.
These involve placing the instruments inside the annular store and shielding the low power ones from it. If for engineering reasons it were to
prove to be impossible to locate the low power instrument close to the
breeder, a large artificial neutron source would be required in the core
to provide an adequate counting rate during shutdown because of the extra
attenuation through the inner shield. A study of neutron sources has
shown that in this event the preferred source would be an St/Be source
emitting 1012 - 1 0 1 3 n/second.
4.6

4.. 2

MUCLECMIC INSTRUMENTS

EXPLOITATION BY UTILITIES

SAFETY

While safety of the reactor is ensured by the basic features of the
engineering design and extensive protective systems, including fast acting
thermocouples on all sub-assemblies and acoustic detection of sub-assembly
incidents, the containment will play an important role in making the safety
case. The containment design is based on a close fitting ore-stressed concrete primary containment surrounding the reactor vessel, which in turn is
housed within a concrete secondary containment. The primary containment
will be designed to withstand the dynamic and static pressures resulting
from a hypothetical core disruptive accident without gross structural
failure, and any leakage which may occur through roof plug seals following
such an incident is held within the secondary containment. The secondary
containment also holds the consequences of any sodium spillage external to
the reactor and provides an effective barrier against external missiles
such as aircraft. Design of the system for rejecting decay heat and cooling the primary containment following rupture of the reactor vessel in a
hypothetical core disruptive accident is receiving attention.

Beyond the achievement of a satisfactory reactor design the CEG3 have
identified two further major objectives which must be realised before
successful exploitation of the reactor by Utilities can begin. The first
of these is the demonstration that highly rated, high burnup fast reactor
fuel can be reprocessed with reliability and efficiency after short delay
periods (i.e. to provide an out-of-reactor time of O>75 years). The CEG3
believe that the scale of this demonstration should be such that plant
components are proven at full scale and under full operational conditions.
The second is the development and provision of manufacturing facilities
specifically suited to the quality and quantity demands of a programme of
fast reactors. A major factor in acnieving the potential benefit of fast
reactors will be a smooth and rapid transition from existing modes of
generation, and 3 vital factor in this will be the preparation of the
manufacturing facilities for series production to high quality standards
at the required throughput rates. Substantial demands will be placed upon
raw materials oraducers in respect of high quality and delivery scheduling.
5.
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LAYOUT
5.1

Based on the containment design considerable progress has been made in
the past year in developing a compact overall station layout with the turbine hall at the opposite side of the reactor to the fuel handling and

DE'/ELCFVENT FACILITIES

Construction of the High Temperature Sodium Loop (HTSL) and Sodium
Components Test Rig (£CTH) at the Risley Engineering and Materials
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Laboratory (REML) is nearing comDleticn and preliminary commissioning v/ork
has started. A water test on the pump in the KTSL has been completed and
the loop has been successfully dried by a vacuum technique. Measurements
were made both of the punp performance and of the noise levels and cavi-cation inception point for comparison with similar data to be obtained later
in sodium.
V/ork has continued on the 1/15 scale perspex water model of the outlet
header region of the CFH primary circuit. Particular attention is being
paid to the investigation of buoyancy effects and this work supports the
development of computer codes aimed at predicting flew patterns in the
pool. 7/ork has also continued on the measurement of turbulence and temperature fluctuations in a full-scaie air model simulating the space above
a group of sub-assemblies. These measurements shew frequencies in the
region of O-2O Hz (reactor conditions) and peak-to-peak temDerature variations of 50i to 8G£ of the temperature difference of jets leaving the subassemblies. Initial correlation measurements suggest eddy sizes in the
region of 25 DSI to 35 ~m. These conditions persist for at least 5C0 ram
above the sub-assembly exits, which is as far as can be measured in the
present experiments.
Investigations in RHML of the natural convection in sodium from a
downward facing plate have now been completed. Measurements at 15° plate
inclination to the horizontal ars in reasonaoie agreement (within~ 1C3) cf
theoretical predictions, and show an improvement in heat transfer coefficient of ~ IS% compared to the horizontal position.- Somewhat surprisingly
the temperature measurements in the 5 cm thick boundary layer shew fluctuations of amplitude~ + 1°C at 1/10 to 1 Hz when the olaie/sodium AT is

~ 30°.
The 1/3 scale acoustic vibration model of the CFH primary circuit is
new operational. The acoustic source has been calibrated and shewn to give
satisfactory simulation of the frequencies ar.d driving fcrces to be
expected from reactor circulating pumps. Surveys are in progress of 'tr.e
fluid pressures and various ecnponsnt stresses, using automatic data handling equipment which also controls the acoustic source. Seme resonances in
both the liquid pool and in various structural components have been identified end compared with theoretical predictions, generally with good
agreement. The understanding of acoustic/structural coupling through geometrical distortions in components has progressed through laboratory tests
and it seems probable that models will adequately represent the important
mechanisms.
5.2

The feasibility of identifying fuel assemblies using ultrasonics has J
been studied. The proposal is to machine code rings on the upper cylindrical surface of the assembly. Water model tests have shewn that shallow
rings 1 cm wide and 1 cm apart can be detected 4.5 cm away. Several
types of surface machining for the code rir.gs were examined. The best
res.ults were obtained with a cross hatch of circumferential and axial Vshaped grooves. Discrimination between grooved and ungrooved surfaces was
about 20 d3 in the reflected ultrasonic signals. Orientation of the subassembly model to the ultrasonic beam was not critical.
An under-sodium ultrasonics facility has also been in continuous
operation for nearly a year. Most of this timo has been spent on testing
immersed high temperature microphones (lead bonded lead zirconium titanate)
developed in REV!L. The tests have shown that these transducers operate for
periods of at least six months with excellent stability. They have survived
several sodium dumps and temperature cycling to over JCO°C without change of
sensitivity. Investigations at present are into the most satisfactory
methods of mounting and immersing the transducers in sodium since the
performance depends critically on the removal of gas bubbles and the consistent wetting of the active faces. The transducers are being used in target
identification studies to confirm earlier work carried out using water
simulations.

5.3
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For the French/German progrs-me of overpower transient experiments in
the CA5RI loop, HEML have supplied twelve 11 mm dia a'coustic pressure transducers to detect and loczte noise sources produced by fuel/coolant interactions. These transducers, which are made frcn depleted lithium niobate
crystals, are suitable for use in sodium up to 54O°C, but are expected to
withstand short term temperature excursions vp to 2CO C C. Two prototypes
have been tested for sensitivity to irradiation pulses in the TRIGA
reactor in Germany and for thermal shock resistance in the MASCARA loop in
France. An ar.r.ular form of permanent magnet sodium EM flowmeter has been
designed and constructed to monitor the by-pass flew in the CA2P.I loop.
Work has continued on the development of a 1 ran diameter double-walled
co-axial thermocouple, in which the Chrcmel and Alumel conductors are buttwelded together, sheathed, swaged down and then bent into an hairpin form
with the junction at the tip of the hairpin. This type of construction
gives a relatively robust thermocouple with a response time o f ~ 50 ras.

MTRASC\':C5

The ultrasonic water modelling facility, SRUT'JS, has been consuls3icr.sd
and in use for nearly a year. It consists of a water-filled tank 5 m
square :< 3-5 m ieep covered by a working platfcrm which may be readily
removed to install apparatus. A PDF11 cemputsr 3r.d CAMAC data handling
system has also besn installed snd ccnvnissioned. This is for control and
analysis cf ultrasonic scanning experiments in the water tank of the
facility. A 5/8 scale model of a sector of the CFR core has been constructed and installed in the tank. Experiments on the imaging of ultrasonic data have commenced.

A second oO-sample batch of these thermocouples, manufactured ccrrjnercially via drawing, has survived over half a million .iCC-=CC-iCC0 fast temperature cycles without any failures. A batch of laboratory-manufactured
swaged cable has survived 150 hours to flswing sodium at 5CC°C without any
failures. A similar batch of cotrmercialiy-manufactured drawn csble is
being prepared for a second in-sodiun test. The first ten units have been
made cemmerciaily via the swaging method. Two co-axial thermocouples with
the hot junction region swaged down to C>7 mm dia performed satisfactorily
in a DFR boiiir.g experiment, giving signals of about 2C°C at frequencies
up to about 10 Hz.

Both theoretical and experimental studies of flux distortion flowmoters have continued. It has been shov/n experimentally that a predicted
five-fold improvement in sensitivity is effected by the use of a ferritic
(stainless iron) core and that a ferritic sleeve at the outer wall of the
sodium flow annulus will give a further nominal two-fold increase in
sensitivity. A series of experiments with single iiewmeters has shown
that the theoretical model agrees reasonably well with observed results
in most respects.
5.4- PUMPS
A Helical Annular Linear Induction EM Punp (HALIP) has been tested in
the Sodiun Technology Loop at RE.'.IL. The pump comprises a 3-start 32 mm
diameter helical coil of mineral-insulated cable wound on a ferritic former
having salient poles and inserted into a ferritic tube which forms a
sodium annulus with longitudinal baffles to encourage axial flow of the
sodiun. This pump produced a stalled head (at 200A) of 12 kPa at 50 Hz and
27 kPa at the optimum frequency of 2L0 Hz, for the core diameter and annular
sodiun channel thickness used. The maximum flows at these frequencies were
O«36 and 1 M 3 /h respectively. The observed stalled haad of this 3-start
winding form coincided reasonably well with predictions from the results of
bench tests on air models.
A six-start pump of
tested. Compared to the
of the 6-start pump i s ~
greater, and the power~
5.5

the sane diameter has also been constructed and
Performance of the 3-start pump the stalled head
3 tines greater, the flcwrate i s ~ 1j tines
5 times greater for the same operation conditions.

STEAM GENERATORS

Work has continued in the electrically-heated' steam generator rigs at
AEE Winfrith on the incidence of dryout in the bend region of a U-tube
evaporator. The results showed that dryout occurred if the velocity of the
fluid in the bend was belov; a critical vaiue and the quality of the mixture
was above zero. Dryout disappeared if the steam quality in ths bend was
increased sufficiently to produce a fluid velocity above the critical value.
This fora of bend dryout appears to be hydrodynanically induced and is
largely independent of the local heat flux. A theoretical nodel has been
developed which predicts this form of dryout and is applicable to a wide
range of bend radii.
A series of stability experiments has been carried out on a test section consisting of two 'J-tubes in parallel (19 nm bore, 23-5 .T. heated
length). The experiments have shov/n both static instabilities where the
flov; in the two tubes steadily diverged, and oscillatory instabilities
where the flews in the two tubes oscillated to ISO0 out of phase, with a
steadily-increasing amplitude.
Further wastage tests have been carried out in the Small Water Leak
Rig (SVVLR) at Ccunreay. Each of these tests consisted of two injections,
one into the gas space and one under scdiun. The results of the undersodiuni tests in general confirmed previous findings and were in agreement
with world data, "one of the above-sodium tests showed any wastage of the
target tubes., but growth of the leaks during the tests for both types of
leak pointed tc the need for further understanding of the processes
involved. Theoretical work has demonstrated the importance of leak growth,

both in its effects on measured wastage rates and its consequences in the
use of world wastage data, to verify the small leak model.
5.6
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Two large leak experiments have been carried out in the Super-MOAH
Sodium/i'/ater Reaction Rig at Dounreay. Super-MCAH Test 4 was a doubleended fracture at the bottom end of the bundle at a sodium temperature of
4.5O°C and water conditions of 35O°C and 15C bars pressure. Approximately
25 kg/sec of v/ater/stesm was injected for 6 seconds, reaction zone temperatures up to 11C0°C were recorded,and the peak vessel pressure was 27
bar. There was no significant corrosion/erosion danage to any of the
tubes, but there was substantial mechanical damage to the tube bundle and
its surrounding wrapper»
In Super-MCAH test 5, an orifice of 3 mm diameter was opened up under
sodium at the bottom end of a simulated evaporator tube, resulting in a
water/steam leak flov; of O 5 kg/sec for at least 20 seconds. This is in
the 'Intermediate Leak" range where the hydrogen bubble formed by the
sodium/water reaction is not sufficiently large to expel all the sodium
from the leak vicinity. Results are being analysed.
Work has continued on the computer code FLCOD which predicts the
hydraulic transients in the secondary circuit resulting from a major
sodiun water reaction.
Work at AES Winfrith has continued on water modelling of the secondary sodium circuit with the object of providing experimental data to
support the development of the rLCCD code. A one-tenth scale representation of a secondary circuit has been constructed and is in use and
smaller scale supporting experiments are being performed.
The first phase of the programme for the one-tenth scale model in
which transient pressures and fic.wratas are measured in the circuit
following the rapid discharge of gas into empty evaporator shells is new
complete. Tr.e transients are of about one second duration and a consistent set of data is now available. Tns work has included the determination of the expansion tank gas lav/ during compression in the transient,
compression wave propagation rste, calibrations and measurement of
mechanical eroper-ies. The experiments have demonstrated that the FLCCD
code is capable of accurately predicting flow and pressure transients
associated with single phase discharge from the vessel. Future studies
•«ill include the effect of evaporator internals and two-phase discharge
into the effluent lines.
Werk on validating the method of calculating the pressure drop in
accelerating flew has shewn that the calculation method gives good predictions except where there are large dissicative losses. Losses of this
type occur infrequently in a practical :ircuit design and errors 3re not
likely to be predominating.
6.
6.1

MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT

GENERAL

Work on materials development (excluding fuel and cladding materials)
is being performed within UKA=A laboratories at Hisley, Springfields and

|Q

AERE Harwell, and at various CEG3 laboratories. Although it has been
argued that operation of PFR will provide valuable experience giving
several years' lead over CFR, and that this should be an imp:rtant factor
favouring the use of the same materials in CFR as are used in PFR, the
materials currently preferred for use in the CFR primary and secondary
circuits have not been used in PFR.
The primary circuit of PFR is constructed of-Type 321 stainless steel,
much of it welded with Tyoe 316 stainless steel weld metal. Type 316 stainless steel is included in the AS.IE High Temperature Design Code (Case 1592);
it has a higher creep strength, better ductility at high temperature, is
cleaner and of more uniform quality than Type 321, and is very much preferred for CFR by the CEG3, who have obtained better experience with Type
316 than Type 321 steel in conventional power-producing plant. Thus Type
315 stainless steel is the preferred material for the CFR primary circuit.
Analysis of material s data and of the required steam cycle conditions
for CFR leads the UK desi gners to favour 9 Cr 1 Mo ferritic steel for -ehe
CFR evaporators and super;heaters in place of the Z\ Cr 1 Mo N'b stabilised
steel used in PFR evapora tors and the Type 316 stainless steel used in "he
PFR superheaters. Type 16 stainless steel is not favoured for CFR superheater tubes because of he considerable risk of chloride stress corrosion
cracking, which requires stringent control of water chemistry. -The stress

corrosion resistance cf 9 Cr 1 Mo steel is considerably better, and it is
the superheater material which has been chosen for'CFR and the ??R
replacement superheaters
An important requirement in the UK materials development programme is
that comprehensive data must be obtained on the effect of a flowing sodium
environment on the mechanical properties (stress rupture, creep, fatigue,
etc.) of the principal primary and secondary circuit materials. In order
to reduce the time and equipment needed to obtain such data, it is
desirable to use the same material in the evaporators ar.d superheaters of
the steam generators. This then means that in-sodiurn data on mechanical
properties is only required on the preferred primary circuit material and
one preferred secondary circuit material. Thus 9 Cr 1 Mo steel is also
the UK preferred choice for CFR evaoorators in preference to the unccded
2\ Cr 1 Mo Mb steel used in PFR. 9 Cr 1 Mo is aiso preferred to ur.stabilised 2j Cr 1 Mo steel, vihich might suffer sc-r.e decarburisa*ion at the top
evaporator temperatures. The choice of 9 Cr 1 Mo steel makes cossible the
maximum use, for CrR, of the UK industry's experience gained in the construction of steam generators for some 6CCO V.,v of Advanced Gas-cooled
Reactors containing this steel, in both evaporators ar.d superheaters, and
the experience which will be gained from the operation of these units.
Thus Type 316 stainless steel is the preferred material for the CFR
primary circuit and 9 Cr 1 Mo steel is the preferred steam generator tube
material. The major part of the materials development programme is, therefore, concerned with the behaviour of these two steels in sodium systems.
The materials of major interest for use in CF3 as absorbers in control rods
are boron carbide and tantalum, which are both being used in PFR,and europia.
6.2

particular loco simulates the ??R primary circuit, with a scale based on a
single intermediate he.= t exenanger (IHX) tube. Cnce the sodium leaves ths
core area, there is little eviden:e of ccrrcsion, and v.eignt gains oc:ur
along the wnole length of the IHX tube. The results obtained frcm exsnining specimens removed frcm the rig shew that heat flux has little effect
on corrosion rate. The oxygen content of the sodium ar.d the metal temoerature are the important parameters v;hich determine corrosion rates. During the first few months cf operation of the loop, the amounts of bulk
corrosion products cbserved in the IHX and burst cartridge detection section of the icop v<ere very small. A layer of small particles covered the
cooler parts of the IHX tubing surface, ar.d these deposits contained high
levels of manganese and ni;kel. In later operation of the loop, deposited
material has tended to spread more generally along the IHX.
In experiments in which defected unirradiated molybdenum-coated tantalum specimens have bean exposed to flowing sodium in a mass transfer l;cp
at AH RE Har.ve 11, little release of tantalum has been cbserved at temperatures below 525°C. However, in a test cf 3CCO hours' duration, in which
defected specimens were exposed to scdi'js containing 2-5 ppn oxygen at
temperatures cf up tc 575°C, with a short period of 10 pptn oxygen, corrosion rates of up to C«C2 mm/'/" were observed. The highest Corrosion rate
was in a specimen in which the molybdenum coating had bean deliberately
cracked before exposure, using a tenscrr.eter. Elemental analysis of .the
specimen surfaces sftar exposure, using an SEM, revealed thst, in spits of
the obvious less of tantalum, the molybdenum coating's are still present
over the entire surfaces, excepz where they were deliberately removed.
Blisters observed visually on the most heavily-attached specimen suggest
that the sodiun is undermining and lifting the coating.

/

Work is in progress on the behavicur of steels in scdi'jrr
hydroxide mixtures. Welds of Type 315 stainless steel and ccmbina:
iticn
welds of Inccloy HCC-Type 316 stainless steel ar.d Incoloy 3CG-2-; Z: 1 Wo
ferritic steel have been ~:<r.c3cd in su:h •environments in the tsmpe:
srature
range 3CC-5CCCC for up to 23 days. Subsequent metaiicgraphic exami
ninaticn
of the test pieces revealed r.c failures, although seme small cracks v;9re
identified, but thesa are thought to have been present in the original
welds. High nickel content brare alloys, Nicrc'oraz 5C and Xirrobran 135,
have been exposed to sodium ar.d 9CZ :.'=CH/>ia .it 5CC°C, for up to 7C days.
Very little corrosicn occurred in the br=re alloys during the tests.
Progress cr. sodium corrosion viorfc at the Central Electricity Research
Laboratory r.ss ceen centred sround =pe;i-ne.n.3 of commercial steels ar.d
binary alleys exposed in facilities at =E.VL Risiey. rntergrar.ulär exidation was observed in = Cr 1 Mo steel resulvlr.g frcm saci'-n exposure at
55GUC ar.d sxygan levels 2C-5C pec; ths ir.tergranular product is sodium
chromite and is firmed in the sub-surface ;cr.es of material exposed to both
high velocity ar.d. stati; sodium. A similar phenomenon wja cbserved in 12
Cr 1 V.o V steel, although with a lower rate of intercrar.ulsr attack.
Comparis;n with T.odei binary alloys exposed under the ssme conditions
indicated that inte-rgrar.uiar scdiurn chromite formatier, is related to loss
cf carbides frcm the stseis.

,'.'AS5 TRANSFER IM SODIUM

6.3
A large mass transfer loop is in operation at the Risley Engineering
and Materials Laboratory. Heat fluxes of the order of 3-5 x 1C 5 Vi/m2 have
been achieved in the test sections which simulate the reactor core. Tuis

'/JAT:-:R;IDE CCRR.^SIOM

A length of 9% Cr tube (CFR Specification) has been tested in the AERE
high heat flux loop for 3>XG hours, over a rangs of conditions from sub-
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cooleu" waler to 14,\j quality steam. Thirty-one transient tests, simulating
boiler circulation pump failures, and one test simulating complete evaporator shutdown, were performed. Mo change in corrosion rate (as monitored
by the rate of emission of corrosion hydrogen) '«as observed as a result of
these tests. Experiments are also in progress with 9 Cr 1 Mo steel specimens in the AERE miniature once-through boiler loop (17 MPa, mass flow
2-7 x 1O 3 kg/m2/*, heat transfer 8 x 10 5 W/m2) • The deposition cf sodium
and chlorine in this loop is being studied by using Na24Cl ar.d ;ia3SCl
radioactive tracers in the boiler feed water.
Weight gain results on a range of potential boiler materials exposed
as boiler tube segments have been obtained after over 12, 5CO hours at 475°C
and 55O°C in 7 MPa steam. Stabilised 2j Cr 1 Mo Mb steel shows little
improvement over nild steel and both of these materials shew incipient
spalling. Higher chrome materials shew progressively better resistance,
while Incoloy SCO and austenitic steels shew markedly lower corrosion than
ferritic steels. In the case of 9 Cr 1 Mo material, increasing the silicon
content frcm O-455 to O S 5 £ reduces the weight gain by a factor of 1-7. The
most significant observation regarding the ferritic steels, however, is
that at 55OGC specimens exposed in the replenished autoclave facility have
ceased to maintain a decreasing rate of weight gain during the last few
thousand hours' exposure. This change in kinetics is shewn also by the
metal loss as determined by de-scaling, indicating that the weight gain
measurements have not been vitiated by collection of extraneous material.
Currently, 9 Cr steels in this facility are showing metal loss rates in the
range C«C2 to C-05 :r.m per year. A change in kinetics is less obvious on
ferritic specimens exposed at 55O°C in a static autoclave; no evidence has
been obtained for any departure from normal operating conditions in the case
of the replenished facility, or for any chsnge in the kinetics in the 475°C
tests. In these tests the kinetics remain rather better than parabolic.

being performed on the chemical cleaning of 9 Cr 1 ,'.!o in inhibited deaerated |jj
arrracniated citric acid solutions pH 3O-4-0 at 9O-95°C.
u - i ---.
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materials in the context of heat exchanger leak situations. Tae work
involves the spinning of discs of steam generator materials in baths of
molten reactar.t OiaCH^ :la-Ma;O or NazO-NaCK mi:ctures) . Studies with MaCHJlazO melts at 450-cCCuC have provided v/astage rates of steels comparable
with the highest wastage rates observed in flame studies. Thus the wastage
rats of 2j Cr 1 Mo steel in 4C '"/0 .'iajC-.'IsCH at •L5C°C, with a flow rate of
24 m sec" , effers a mechanism for at least moderate leak sita growth, rates.
The wastage rate in pure :iaCH is much lower. The wastage rate of 9 Cr 1 "o
steel is verv similar to that of Z\ Cr 1 Mo steel in 10-70 ' % UajC-:iaCH
melts at 65Ct'-75O':C, but in pure ."laCH, 2\ Cr 1 Mo has a wastage 1-3 to 2-3
times hiaher. Wastage rates for 316 stainless steel are about 403 lower
than those of ferritic steels in 40 %NaaC/NsCK melts at 55O-75C°C and z%
of the 2* Cr 1 Mo wastage rate in pure NaCH at SCG°C.
6.4

MECHAMICAL PROPERTIES

Three sodium loops at REML have been modified to acccirr.odate stress
rupture machines for test in flov/ir.g sodium, and t%vo short-term tests have
been completed. A stress ructurs specimen of Type 315 stainless steel has
failed at 525'C after 3SC0 hours' exposure to sodium. The minimum creep
rate anc rupture time were within the limits observed from tests performed
in air. The rupture ductility of 5C% was somewhat higher than anticipated,
and the tertiary creep stage W3= extensive. A fatigue machine which is
being interfaced with a scdiurri loco should be available for testir.g in the
middle cf the year. A new large laboratory housing five scdium loops,
with twenty test stations for stress rupture, creep and fatigue machines,
and facilities for pre-expcsir.g mechanical procerty specimens in ficwi.-.g
sodium, is being constructed. This laboratory is scheduled for completion
before the end of 1977.

Hard (~ 4CO VPN) t\ Cr 1 Mo Mb tube to 7.\ Cr 1 Mo tubeplate welds in
the form of restrained U-bend specimens have continued on test in high
purity v/ater at 35G°C. N'o cracks have been observed on specimens exposed
for up to 14,5C0 hours. The same type of specimen has been used to investigate susceptibility to ranid cracking in caustic er.virorr.ents. This v;as
found not to occur at 32C°C with caustic soda in the presence of 1 atmosphere steam (ca S« water pick-up) in a 6-day test, even when the potential
was controlled at 5CO mV with respect to a polarised platinum electrode;
this potential was judged frcm polarisation curves to give the greatest
probability of cracking. At 12C°C intergranular cracking was observed
through the section (2 mm) after 7 days' exposure to refluxing 3CfS caustic.
A test with hard specimens in 23CCC water containing 1 con chloride and
0-1 pem oxygen did not cause cracking after 14- days, despite an excursion
for 2 days in chloride level to 6-7 ppra.

Low deformaticn creeo and stress rupture tests in air cf Tyse 315
steel at 55C-~25°C sr.d en 9 Cr 1 Mo steel at 475-525cC are in progress, and
seme tests nave reached 3C,CCC hours' duration. Tr.e rupture ductility of
9 Cr 1 Mo steel is high under all conditions examined. Type 315 weld metal
can give ductilities as lew as 4,v. Cns cast of Type ^T6 steel has given
lew ductilities at 5;c°C but not at c25°C. Since the creep ductility is
considered to be tr.e important parameter in the combined creec/fatigue
behaviour, it has beep, concluded that greater emchaiis should be given to
such tests en weld metal ar.d to extending the testing temperature frcm the
current 625CC to ceiow cCG c C.

A corrosion programme based upon the heat treatment of capsules containing adverse boiler environments and fabricated frcm 9 Cr 1 Mo boiler
tubing is well advanced. Failures have been observed in capsules incorporating unhe3t-treated v.elds in caustic and chloride environments, demonstrating that heat treatment cf ail 9 Cr 1 Mo '.velds in steam generators
should be mandatory. A programme is also under way to assess the dangers
of caustic attack at moderate temperatures in the steam cleaning of components previously immersed in sodium. '.Vork on 9 Cr 1 Mo boiler tubing
has shown no significant cauitic cracking, but general attack can be very
severe, particularly if the solutions contain oxygen. Studies are also

'.'lork in CHG3 laboratories includes ir.-3ir creep test prcgriTjr.es on
9 Cr 1 Mo 3r.d AI3I 315 st = -;ii .•;! th the object of identifying basic characteristics cf crs-20 a.-.d crsep rupture ar.d also cf providing base-ii.-.e data
for in-sodium creep tests en the CHHI^'MHl scdi'jm icops. Tr.e work includes
the influence of metallurgical states such as cold work, preageir.g s.r.d
welds. Detailed exanir.atisns of crept sceci.T.ens of AI5I 315 at CSRL ar.d
B:;L have illustrated the importance of structural changes to ructure
behaviour and the complex influence cf chemical composition. Studies of
Type 316 weld metal have determined the ki.-.etics of transformation :: iferrite to ;hi phase, carbides ar.d ajster.ite in the temperature ra-.ge 53'£CC

to 35O°C and related these structural changes with improved resistance to
creep crack grcwth.
Strain controlled fatigue tests on Type 315 stainless steel at 625°C
in static sodium shev/ endurances at least as high as those in 3ir.
Si:nilar tests in a helium mixture gave a five-raid improvement in endurance, but no improvement was observed when a t'.vo-nour hold time was
introduced into the tension part of each cycle. The difference in the
test lebults ii. UeiiuTi ?nd sodium ca-inot ye- be explained, but it appears
reasonable to base the design of fast reactor components subjected to
fatigue on data obtained in air.
At Eerkeley Nuclear Laboratories work has continued on fatigue, creep
and pre-exposure studies in high temperature sodiums on AISI 315, 9 Cr 1 '.\o,
Alloy SCO and 2% Cr Mo specimens. Changes in creep properties of 9 Cr 1 Mo
specimens, due to pre-exposure or testing in sodium, were dominated by ageing and carburization. Further pre-exposures involve 9 Cr 1 Mo specimens
in various metallurgical conditions.
AERE have performed more basic creep/fatigue tests on Type 316 steel.
In creep/fatigue interaction, it is postulated that creep damage is mainly
by wedge cracking, as in short-term creep rupture tests. The fatigue part
of the cycle will produce a denser dislocation substructure, however, and
this will modify the development of the creep damage. Thus the simple
linear creep plus fatigua damage summation approach is unlikely to be
valid. Prior ageing and creep have been shown to approximately halve the
subsequent tensile and impact ductility of Type 316 metal. More work is
required on this topic, particularly on weld metal.
Several catches of fracture toughness specimens in Type 316 material
have been irradiated in DIDO at 37C°C to target doses of O-L to 2-0 dpa,
and in DFR at 43C°C to 4 dpa. Some data fron Charpy V-notch and uniaxial
tensile specimens should be available by mid-1977. Weld metal specimens
are being prepared for irradiations in DIDO in 1977. A high strain rate
test for evaluating the fracture toughness of ductile nateriai has been
developed.
CEG3 have designed and are constructing two creep test facilities as
part of their fast reactor ~laterials test programme. Each facility vn.ll
provide high flow rate sodium to eight creeo test stations. Provision has
been made for corvr.ro! and monitoring of sodium chemistry, specimen load,
specimen extension, local temperature and sodium flow rate past a conventional craep specimen of the candidate CF?. materials, in particular Type
316 stainless and 9 Cr 1 Mo steels. The first facility is scheduled to
be operational early in 1973 and a single test point prototype has been
undergoing trials since early 1976.
Self-welding of 315 steel bolted assemblies has been observed in high
temperature sodium, vacuum and argon environments. The experimental
results sre r.ct incompatible with the application of a simple sintering
theory to the seif-'.veldir.g phenomenon. Sei f-v;eldir.g may be enhanced by
the chemistry Df the environment and such factors, as neutron flux, which
increase element diffusivities in the steel.
6.5

ABSrR?SR MATERIALS

Each of the three principal absorber materials, which are being
studied in the UK, possesses relative advantages and disadvantages
ccmcared with the other two.

Boron carbide may be readily obtained in pellet form, either with
|{J
natural isctopic cc~po:ition or enriched in light isotope. Under irradiation significant swelling occurs, accompanied by a marked decrease in
thermal conductivity and release of large amounts of helium and tritium.
The data indicate little irradiation or thermal creep in'B^C for projected
PFF/CFR conditions and the clad is substantially deformed once tne pelletclad gao closes. Excessively large gaps would lead to pellet melting.
The use of enriched materials increases these prcolems. The use of vented
pins dees not sppear to present any difficulty, since little sodi'jn ingress
is observed. It has been reported that, while BJ,C control rods rfetain a
significant amount of the tritiun produced v/ithin them, suastantial
release can occur in transient situations. Since B/,C control rods can
contribute about naif of the tritium beir.g produced in a fast reactor,
this requires further study and kinetic studies to examine this problem
will be started at ?.FL, Springfields.
Tantalum is readily available but, besides having a significantly
lower reactivity absorption than H^C on a volume basis, it presents a considerable problem due to dec3y heatir.g. Lengthy storage of control rods
under sodium. would be necessary after completion of service. Tantalum,
dissolves readily in sodium and the molybdenum coatings will offer little
protection if they contain significant flaws. Swelling of UK tantalum due
to void formation dees not appear to present a problem since it is dominated, after quite small irradiations, by the transmutation-induced
contraction. Tantalum maintains its reactivity absorpticn to high burnups.
Eurcpia is expensive but roughly comparable with natural boron carbide
in terms of reactivity absorption and it is less subject to burr.up effects.
However, its poor thermal Conductivity necessitates :ne use of smaller diameter pins; it is highly radioactive aftar irradiation, with a lcr.g halflife (~ 12 years), but it creates less of a problem than tantalum with
respect to decay heat. Mor.oclinic eurooia swells approximately linearly
with neutron dose at a rate of ~ 1;«/10i3 r/cm' (total) and the mechanism
for this swelling is not understood. The cubic phase, ^.vhich is significantly
less dense than the mo no clinic (7*29 t/.ti3 and 7-96 t/m3 respectively), is
either di.r.ensicnal!/ stable cr densities when it is irradiated. Further
•work is piar.r.sd en preparation of the cubic phase in pellet term.
The future programme en absorber matariais consists mainly of continuing the studies of the effect of irradiacion on the three major candidates
using ?FR, ar.d it is, therefore, very dependent on progress with the reactor
and its associated caves.
5.5

TR"CLCC-Y

A series of tests has been performed on the impact-slide fretting
behaviour cf En;32 stainless steel in liquid scdiun. The tests have covered
the__temcer3ture range 2CC-cCC-'C with cold trap temperatures between 120 and
13GCC. The wear rates observed have been largely independent Df temperature
and oxycen content of the sodium. Specific wear rates of the crder of
10~ 9 cm3/'<g-cm hsve bean observed ar.d these are lower than these observed
in air at rccai temperature by a factcr cf 3 to 6.
An extensive series of :cr,venti:nai rubbing tests has been performed
in scdiun in crossed cylinder geometry if possible ccunterfacs materials
against 9 Cr I .'.'o over the temperature range £CC-cCO°C. Fin materials have

included ? Cr 1 Mo, 2r, Cr 1 Mo, cxyocetylene deposited Stellite 6, highspeed ot&el, chrcmised 2 T Cr 1 .V.o, LC13 chromium carbide coating,
aluminiscc! Ir.ccnel 71S and Tribaioy 7CG. 7/ith the exception of alumip.ised
Inconei 713, all combinations have given high wear rates of the 9 Cr 1 Mo
material (IO~7 cm3/kg-c:n) in this configuration and extensive pickup of
the 9 Cr 1 Mo has occurre.1 on the ccunterface at the higher temperatures.
Checks in crossed cylinder geometry have confirmed previous results for
stainless steel, Stellites and high speed steel. Particularly low v:ear
rates for Inconei 718 rubbing against itself have been observed over the
range 4CO-6CG°C, in line with American and German work.
Tests in a recently modified static adhesion rig have shown a relatively rapid development of adhesion at 5CO°C in cold trapped liquid
sodium in flat-on-flat geometry with 1S/S stainless steel or with Stellite
WR6 couples. Adhesion coefficients for parting in shear have been of the
order of i-1 to 2>2 for the 13/3 and 1-0 to 2-0 for the Stellite WH5 after
a 1-2 days' dwell, with the adhesion well differentiated frcn friction
coefficients in subsequent sliding of 1-0 to '\-i. for 18/8 and 0-24. to C-4-5
for the Stellite Vi'35. The corresponding adhesion coefficients for parting
in tension at 2CCCC are in the region between zero and 0-9 for stainless
steel and abcut O4- for Stellite V/Re« The equipment can give significant
but probably variable shear loads during the dwell, and because of this
and a lack of any observed systematic variation of adhesion with dwell
tine, rig modifications are in progress to cover this aspect.
6.7

FABRICATION A.'!D I.'.'SPECTICN THCH.'JICt'ES

Eddy current probes have been developed for inspecting the bores of
the ferritic P?R evaporator tubes (2C--', nrn diameter) and the stainless
steel superheater and reheater tubes. Work is in progress to develop an
ultrasonic device for inspecting ferritic tubes fo'r wall thickness changes.
Further work is required to provide satisfactory inservice inspection techniques for the 15-6 rrjn bore 9 Cr 1 Mo tubes proposed for the PFK replacement superheaters and the CFR steam generators, particularly in the bend
region. Techniques such as the use of Lamb waves and magnetic leakage are
being considered for this area.
V/ork on stress relief of fully restrained v/elds has been performed,
using the "pillar trepanning" technique. Exposure of a Type 315 stainless
steel test plata 50 mm thick x 1 metre square, containing a butt-welded
disc 250 am diameter for a total of 6 hours at 35C°C, has resulted in
virtually ccmplete stress relaxation.
At Marchwood Engineering Laboratories investigations on austenitic
welds include effects of trace impurities on mechanical properties, measurement of residual stress distributions after various post weld heat treatments to 315 •.•.••aids and the acquisition of stress relaxation data for
associated weld metals. Consideration is also being given to weld quality
analyses for CFR heat exchangers and to the feasibility of maintaining
ultrasonic transmission properties during weld repair.
Work on transmission joints has included a review of CEC-3 experience
on 2 Cr Mo - austenitic joints and measurements of strain distributions
local to the interface at operating temperatures. At CERL work has
started c n a n investigation of structures and creep-rupture behaviours of
AI3I 316-2^ Cr .V.o transition joints.

7.
7.1
7.1.1

CHEMICAL EMGIMHESr.'K/SODT'.'M THCTIC'.CGV

CIRCUIT MASS AMD ACTIVITY T3A.\'SF=3
Mass tr = r,?fg.r

Experimental 3nd theoretical work has been directed towards understanding 3nd predicting the transport and deposition processes which will
occur in the CFR1 primary sodium circuit following release of mass and
radioactivity as a result of corrosion and fuel failures. Attempts to
model the -ass transfer process have considered variables such as surface
reaction control, boundary layer diffusion control, movement in solution,
and movement of carticulates. It has been concluded at present that
classical chemical engineering models cannot reconcile measured corrosion
release rates for stainless steals with accepted values for iron solubilities in sodium. Whilst the measurements of iron solubility in sodium
carried out at Harwell agree with these accepted values, it has been considered prudent to re-examine the experimental techniques in view of this
discrepancy with theory. The work is also being extended to examine the
dissolution kir.etics of iron release to sodium under '.veil-characterised
hydrcdyr.amic conditions. Test work in the large mass transfer rig at
Risley has confirmed that there is no significant effect of heat flux on
mass transfer rate. A current test run is under way aimed at establishing
whether or not nickel/manganese particulates frcrn a stainless steel source
contribute towards the mass transport phenomenon.
7.1 .2 Corrosion sr.d fissi;" croduct activity tr?n=f°r
Progress has been made in the understanding of corrosion product
activity release and distribution in the CFR1 primary circuit by analysis
of data available from experimental rigs and frcn operating reactors. This
exercise tends to confirm that Mn5A will be the principal corrosion product
activity in CFr.1 but that the cobalt isotopes, CooO and Co53, will also
contribute substantially to released activity. Corrosion product activity
release ar.d deposition is beir.g studied in a mass transfer leep at Harwell
using an irrsdiatsd stainless steel source ar.d measuring distribution of
Mn54- and Co5c throughout the loop, but particularly along a section simulating an 1KX tube. A review of earlier work on the transport of Fe59 in
this facility has suggested that isctopic exchange may play a significant
part in determining the distribution of activity around the loop, ar.d this
possibility is being investigated further in the current series of tests.
A small loop is r.ow being commissioned at Hisiey to assist in these studies.
It is also ir.ter.ded to extend this work to 'include studies of fission product activity distribution in sodium circuits. A recent review by Harwell
indicates that the most important nucli-e is Cs137, frllc.ved by 2a1£0 ar.d
Zr95 and this analysis appears to be supported by data from cceratir.g fast
reactors, notably the Russian ECR-60.
It is the intention to use these activity distribution data to estimate activity levels to be expected ;n discharge,! C5R1 components. A
start has rfcfsn made to this exercise which makes use of known partition
data for elements soluble in sodium ar.d nature of fiow (Reynolds .'lumber)
on participate deposition for example. Current predictions are that
corrosion products (largely Mnp/., CicC sr.d Zzic) will account for the bulk
of the deposited ga.-ima dose rate frcm most discharged components^ unless
the r-.ur.bers of fsiisd fuel pins are excessive (say greater than. j;e) . These •
estimates are ii reasonable ac"rd with available informati;n frcm operating
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reactors. The estimates are being further analysed in terms of experimental
data on Mn54 and manganese diffusion coefficients, in order to assess the
extent of decontamination which may be requjiel on these CFR1 components.
Preliminary sorting experiments of potential decontaminating fluids have
been undertaken by Harwell. Equation have been developed by the CEG3 describing the lattice a.-.d grain boundary diffusion into steel of a speciec
undergoing radioactive decay. This analysis suggests that grain boundary
diffusion is likely to determine the extent to which reactor components may
be decontaminated.
7.2

SODIUM REMOVAL AMD DECONTAMINATIOH

A process utilising denatured ethanol, comparable to that developed
in the USA, for the removal of sodium from fast reactor components, is being installed at Dounreay. It will be used for cleaning the reheater from
PFR Mo. 3 secondary circuit and will permi-t thereby a study of this alcoholprocess and its operational variables and a comparison with the water-based
sodium removal processes and the alternative glycol (butyl cellosolve) process which had been used at Dounreay previously. Selection of a sodium
removal procese or processes for CFR1 will be based largely on operating
experience emanating from this source.

7.3
7.3.1

INSTRUMENTS
Plugging meter

Development of the automatic plugging meter continues at Dounreay and
Risley and by the CEG3, but now largely directed towards clearer definition
of operating regimes and improvements in the control units. Problems in
the use of these instruments en the PFP. secondary circuits have arisen from
the effects of gas entrainment on performance, but- it is believed that this
problem can be circumvented by modifications to the secondary circuit pipework- The kinetiss of plug formation have been studied using these plugging meters, separate rate coefficients for oxygen and hydrogen have been
determined (the former representing the faster precipitating species), and
a theoretical analysis of the crystallisation kinetics and hydraulic
behaviour has been carried out. A new plugging meter with improved sensitivity has been constructed and will be tested during 1977.
7.3.2

Oxvcen meter

Tests of electrochemical oxygen meters incorporating thoria/yttria
electrolyte tubes (20 cm long x 1•25 cm diameter) fabricated at Harwell
have now successfully completed up to about 80C0 hours. The ceils have
responded as expected to changes in cold trap operating temperature but
there continue to be deviations from simple thermodynamic predictions
•which prohibit use for absolute oxygen level determinations without a
separate calibration for each cell. Good progress has been made in the
manufacture of smaller diameter fy 0«5 cm) ceramic tubes, and fabrication
development is new focused on the production of short units (thimbles or
discs) involving a metal/ceramic seal for use under sodium. A sodium rig
capable of testing up to 10 units simultaneously has been completed at
Harwell and is being commissioned using the large electrolyte tubes,
following which a comparative test programme will commence comprising the
smaller diameter Harwell units and some commercially-acquired instruments.

7.3.3

Carbon -eter

Harwell has under development a carbon meter which relies on the
measurement of the rate of diffusion of carbon (frcm sodium) through an
iron membrane: these have been on test successfully for oeriods in excess
of 10,CCO hours. The meter output has been compared with the carbon uptake en r.i;kel tabs and the two measurements accesr to agree within 3
factor of 2 over the carbon activity range C'CGI to O 5 at a temoeratäre of
5CC C. The CEG3 are also developing a carbon meter based on an
.chemical principle, in which the electrolyte is a molten eutectic mixture
of Ma2C03/Li2CC3> This meter has been rigorously tested in standard gaseous environments (CC/COj/He) in the carbon activity range C-01 to 1, "and
in static and flowing sodium at temperatures of 520 to 7C0°C in the carbon
activity range 0-3 to 1 for periods of up to SCCO hours: no failures have
been experienced and the meter readings are in agreement with the theoretical values. Both meters are scheduled for installation in the ?FR at
the next shutdown to permit comparative testing under operational
conditions.
CEG3 have completed an assessment of the stainless steel tab equilibration method for C3rbcn-ir.-scdiu.-n analysis, a.-.d have identified shortcomings
in the technique as co-jncnly used.
7.3>4- Hvcrocer. Tieter
The CEG3 have developed a galvanic cell device for the raeasurement of
hydrogen in scdiuni. The method gives a logarithmic response to incre ases
in hydrogen level in accordance with the "ernst equation and is tr.era fore
particularly suited to measurement at low concentrations of hydrogen, The
original laboratory instrument and an engineered version have both su ccessfully ccmpleted 25CC hours of testing in a sodium rig at J£0 to 5CC°C and
have shewn good agreement between predicted signal and cold trap temp
erature, the latter parameter controlling the hydrogen concentration in
the range C«C3 to 1-0 pen generally, although tests cp to 6 pen have been
conducted with the laboratory instrument.

7.4.

SCDIUM T=C:-:>;CI:GY

Attenticn is being given to the question cf sodi'on impurity control,
particularly in view of the large influx of hydrogen frcm the waterside of
the steam generator units into the secondary circuit sodium and the general
undesirabiiity 3f frequent basket discharges. Seduction of primary circuit
active cold trap basket discharges is also desirable. ?.e-design cf cold
trap internals is receiving seme thought with a view to increasing trap
lifetime, but the bulk cf the effort is being directed towards development
of an in-situ regeneration technique, and feasibility trials in a sodium
system are currently being planned. The crcgrsn-jr.e of cold trap develicment includes studies of the kinetics ;f oxygen and hydrogen rsrr.cvai from
sodium and theoretical analyses of "id trap performance. This latter
work by the CEG3 is based 3n a mass transfer controlled model cf crystallisation snd has :e<sn ccmoieted: plans are in hand for experimental werk
directed tcv/ards confirming the model and assessing the accuracy of its
predictions.
Simple steady state models cf simultaneous hydrogen and tritium transport in CFH1 r.ave been constructed to investigate the effects of operating
carameters and of uncertainties in data on the distribution cf tritium and
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hydrogen around tho system. Results of several runs to test the sensitivity of the model have shown that under probable plant operating conditions most of the tritium produced in the core (1CO-2CO Ci/day) •/.•ill be
deposited in the secondary circuit cold traps. Operational conditions nay
be defined in which up to 35% of the tritiura can be deposited in the primary
circuit cold trap - at ä penalty of substantial hydride precipitation also.
For all the cases considered, the tritium release rates to atmosphere were
less than 9 Ci/day. Arrangements are being made to monitor tritium distribution around the PFR circuits to ensure that tritium release is not likely
to present a problem, in agreement with the model.
Studies on the sodium/hydroger/oxygen system are continuing in the
CEG31s Berkeley Laboratories, with the emphasis on those reactions which
could affect the integrity of steam generators or interfere with water
leak detection. The reactions of hydrogen with sodium monoxide, producing
hydroxide and hydride, has been shown to occur at a much greater rate than
the hydrogen-sodium reaction.
7.5

SODIUM VAPOUR STUDIES

The unexpected transport of sodium vapour up narrow annul! to deposit
on control rod nagnet faces has added support to current studies of sodium
vapour/aerosol behaviour in fast reactor cover gases. The present water
analogue experiments have been extended to include annular geometries
(simulating penetrations through the roof structure) in addition to the
current cylindrical geometries. Small-scale rig work has begun and construction of a larger scale model, which will permit studies of heat and
mass transfer into annuli in the range 10-50 mm wide, is under way. The
immediate aims of the v/ork are to explore the flew pattern within these
gaps, the effects of eccentricity and means of suppressing gas movement.
The applicability of flat-plate modelling to the problem is receiving
attention.
Effort is also being devoted to the design and construction of experimental equipment which will permit basic studies of both heat and mass
transfer effects from hot sodium pools in cylindrical geometries. Aims
are particularly focused on ability to achieve direct measurements of mass
transfer for comparison with heat transfer measurements (in order to permit
assessment of effects such as rainback). Consideration is also being given
to measurements of other parameters such as emissivity from the hot sodium
pool, particle size of the aerosol form and the thermal characteristics of
the sodium frost formed.
In the CEG3 laboratories apparatus has been constructed to measure
sodium deposition rates from argon and helium cover gases under conditions
relevant to a fast reactor. Integrated sodium deposition rates frcm argon
are close to calculated open pool evaporation rates but integrated rates
in helium are considerably lower. Deposition on surfaces in helium is
much less than in argon. This is explained by the direct dependence of
density upon temperature for sodium-saturated helium at typical full load
fast reactor cover gas temperatures. Also characterisation studies of
sodium particulates in a helium cover gas over hot sodium are under way
and filter efficiency measurements have been obtained. Consideration is
currently being given to the need for a large-scale sodium rig capable of
simulating the CFR1 sodium surfaces, the cover gas environment and a number
of key above-sodium and roof features.

7.6

COVER GA5 SYSTEM
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The CFR1 cover gas system must provide for reduction in the cover gas
activity to an acceptable level for active equipment handling. Refrigerated carbon bed aosorpticn has been selected as the main candidate for
the gas clean-up plant, but absorption data for xenon and krypton in argon
at the low temperatures (down to abcut -170°C) required do not exist. V/ork
has been put in hand at the Atcmic Energy Establishment at V/infrith to fill
this g3p: to date the erection of equipment for these studies has been
completed and ccranissioning has begun. The alternatives of cryogenic
distillation and fiuorocarben solvent absorption for the clean-up plant
are still under active consideration.

7.7

S0DIIT.1 FXRE5

The burning rates and smoke release fractions of sodium pool fires
have been measured over the pcol temperature range 25C°C - 75O°C. A theoretical model has been derived which predicts the burning rate. The theory
predicts that burning rate is independent of peel diameter, a result which
is consistent with published data. Studies on installations designed to
extinguish sodium fires have led to designs which have performed effectively
in small-scale tests. Continued v/ork in the general area of sodium leaks
and fires is currently under review.

8.
8.1

FAST REACTOR FUEL

ItlTKOPUCTICM

Two signif leant design trends have developed more strongly during the
review period, Firstly continuing studies of the passively restrained
core style have not revealed any situations which suggest that it will not
be a satisfactc ry concept, and it is being further studied with a vie1« to
its possible se lection for CFR. Secondly, the consensus vie*« is that a pin
of larger diame ter and higher linear rating than the 5-34 rnn o.d., 4.50 V//cm
pin used in PFR should be given the status of a reference design for CFR.
Accordingly the PFR irradiation programmes are being augmented with such a
design, at the same time retaining the 5*34. n-jn o.d. pin as a back-up design
for CFR.
8.2

DFR-FUELLED IRRADIATIONS

These have continued to provids the backbone of project advice to
designers and the results have reinforced the view that test reactors of
about 50 XV(H) produce very useful and relevant information.
The highest burr.up in reference-type oxide pins so far reached, 2C«Cw
peak, was achieved in the year: one of the three pins concerned had
failed in the range 17-2 - 13-5^ burr.up. The corresponding clad dese was
82 dpa. This compares with a target CFR condition of 1C$ burnup, 1CC dpa.
Frcm these irradiations and other results, it remains the case that even
under DFR conditions we cannot be categorical on whether characteristic
endurance failures have been seen. Certainly clad cracking has been seen
in a fev; cases, which suggests a ductility exhaustion process, not
necessarily under steady state conditions. A companion sub-assembly to the
highly burned yp trefoil, the Mk IIS, was taken on to M>1% peak burnup and
is now cooling prior to cave examination: this is the highest sub-assembly
burnup which has been reached in DFR.

A major sub-assembly experiment, z'r.e V.k VI, has been examined at S-yfo
burnup. This was designed with fat oxide pir.s and low mass rated fuel to
get the linear rstir.g of reference cxide pins ar.d a dis?iac=:r.er.- dose/
burr.up rs-io relevs.nt to 3 large L'.'FHH. The diair.eter changes in the
fuelled portions cf the pins are greater than the rr.ean swelling generally
seen, suggesting x'r.at z'r.e fuel pressure may be enhancing the diameter
increase.
3.3

of interference between dilating sub-assemblies and the effect of friction
on sub-asseT-biy loading and movement.
Considerable thought is being given to isolating aspects of the
restrained core which could turn out to be unsatisfactory, in the context
of designing experiments t? eliminate such concern. Tr.e ideas for
experiments which are current are
(i)

?FR ",'5L

The dwell time of highly ra-oed sub-assemblies for zhe initial target
of 7«5;o peak burnuo in ?FR is some 270 full power days. The prssant first
core has been in the reactor for over 3 years and at the time cf writing
the most highly rated fuel is at 1 • 5fS burnuo. De-ailed examination of subasse-bly dilation, bcw ar.d axial grov/th indicate that pr%:=nt ?F3 fuel is
likely to have a .T.axi-.un endurance cf about 7-05 burnup.

(ii)

(iii)

A satisfactory re-design of the inlet filzer to the sub-assemblies has
been undertaken. The design has performed well in ?.FL water endurance loop
tests of several thousand hours and, on this basis, has been adopted for
future ?FR fuel.
It has been realised that the original design recipe for grid pitching, which was based on thermal bowing in the transverse temperature gradients, particularly of edge pins, needs to take account of differential
voidage growth which is also temperature dependent. Substantial studies
are tiding undertaken both on direct calculation and in the formulation of
improved calculation methods. The consequences do not require changes to
the PFR driver fuels, but they are relevant to experimental and development
designs.
8.4

CFR DESIGN

It has already been noted that
relative merits of the freestanding
is used in PFH, and the alternative
that the restrained style should be
design can be produced, and MPC are
a decision probably during the next

the project staff have reviewed the
core support style, a version of which
of a restrained style. It is agreed
adopted, if a satisfactory detailed
addressing themselves to that task for
year.

The salient objections to the freestanding style are firstly that
materials behaviour uncertainties do not allow simple guidance to be given
to operators for the manageir.enx of the core design, which in any case will
incur significant lost time for sub-asserably rotation. Secondly, it
suffers from the undesirable consequences of irradiation creep (in the
form of wrapper dilation) without exploiting it to counteract void-induced
bowing. 3y contrast, the restrained core is more predictable and manageable, even within the materials properties uncertainties. The restrained
core has the less attractive features of higher on and off power subassembly loading (involving high temperature contact areas), and of some
positive bowing reactivity characteristics.
Very substantial progress has been made in developing methods for
calculating the behaviour of interacting sub-assemblies. Two codes, SASCW,
produced by ilPC, and CRAMP, produced at Harwell, are thought to be at least
as sophisticated as any comparable codes which exist. Present efforts
include the incorporation of wrapper dilation into the codes, examination

(iv)

A part-core build to be sure that some important aspect of subassembly packing, and charging and discharging, has not been
overlooked.
A part-core build of sub-assemblies which can be deformed in situ
and in which measured sub-assembly loads can be compared with
predictions from the calculation codes.
The development of contact between wrappers which are dilating
under internal pressure (due to irradiation creep in the
reactor).
The FFR reactor experiment in which 3 test sub-assembly is
constrained in a strong outer wrapper.

MFC are giving attention to the details of sub-assembly support in a
restrained core. It is expected that these studies will be complemented by
work on an 3-element stability rig. A design has been proposed which is
analogous to the earlier free-standing design in that it incorporates a
bending bar xo introduce flexibility at the spike.
Studies have proceeded on fuel parameter optimisation, with system
uranium requirements (in addition to cost) as an important parameter.
These studies have shewn that within subsidiary limits arising frcm side
effects such as the development of by-pass flow, core pressure drop should
be kept high) with wrapper thickness optimising at about 2«5 ran. The three
most powerful parameters which have emerged in minimising total uranium
demands are a reduction in core height fron 1CC0 to 8C0 ran, a reduction in
clad thickness from 0*375 mm to O 2 5 ran and a change to mixed carbide
fuel (at a given smear density).
8.5
3.5.1

SPECIFIC TCPIC5
Void =y;ellir.q

A considerable continuing effort has been devoted to neutron irradiated
material.- The broad picture now is that PE15 continues to be the favoured
low swelling material, with uncertainty attaching to the selection of a low
swelling austenitic stainless steel. However, there are indications that
real progress is being made in the quest for a consistently low swelling
stainless steel.
Theoretical studies carried out at HFL shew a correlation between the
higher temperazure swelling of certain FV543 material casts and metallurgical parameters such as electron valency concentration and tendency to
sigma phase formation. This is part of a continuing story in which Harwell
have taken 3 major role in trying to relate swelling propensity to
metallurgical variables.
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It is premature to conclude that we can new specify Isw swelling alloys
over the whole of the service temperature range. What we can do is introduce a further level of discrimination ar.d characterisation on nominally
similar materials which show substantially different behaviour under
irradiation.
It is at this junc-ure that the value of the accelerators, particularly
the VEC with nickel ion bombardment, becomes apparent. Access to the VEC
enables Js to sentence materials destined for important PF3 experiments
before we incur the expense of fabrication, irradiation and post irradiation
examination.

8.6

The review period has been characterised by worthwhile progress in DFR
relevant to all designs of interest: the current loading includes a reaction sintered gas bonded mixed carbide sub-assembly, a sub-assembly exploring oxide pin chemistry and a high burnup reference-type oxide sub-assembly.
The stage is set for what we hope will be equally successful programmes in
PFR leading to economic and reliable CFR fuels.

9.
9.1

The work on density determinations of DFR irradiated material has been
stepped up during the year. It appears that substantial fractions of pin
dimensional changes can be ascribed to a mechanism other than void swelli.-.g
under seme conditions, contrary to the consensus of earlier work: cases
where only one half the pin dimensional chance is due to voids have been
seen. These observations would be not inconsistent with the suggestion of
a ductility-exhaustir.g strain mechanism in pins, inferred from pin clad
crackir.g observations, although the quantification of rupture ductility
will be a very difficult task.

THE FUEL CYCLE

INTRODUCTION

Plant development and design for industrial scale fuel cycle processing plants has been and will continue to by strongly influenced by environmental considerations. Prime emphasis is being placed on meeting future
anticipated requirements in respect of security, safety, operator dosage
and waste. It is appreciated that optimum conditions for fast reactor fuel
cycle operations may not always be optimum for reactor operation or uranium
conservation.
9.2

3.5.2
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CCMCLUDIVG REMARKS

FA3RICATICM

Trndiation creeo

Frcm the aspect of good performance of the D5RE spring creep rigs and
the Harwell relo3dabie creep rigs in DFR, the year has been outstandingly
successful. In the event, the rigs have not confirmed the rather simple
picture of creep rate being a linear function of stress and dose rate, and
independent of temperature, which was seen before the programmes were
carried out. At the time of writing it is still too early to attempt a
firm summary of the results which have been obtained by varying stress and
temperature.

The UK fast reactor fuel fabrication area covers the stages starting
from nitrate frcm the reprocessing plant through to the finished fuel. It
includes consideration of the storage of surplus plutoniuirt, the treatment
of plutonium contaminated materials arising from fabrication, and the
recycle to the circuit of such plutonium.
Current operations are based on the V/indscale sealad face PFP. fuel
plant making pelleted fuel (with seme Visac fuel) via co-precipitated
oxide. This has yielded valuable experience on contai-Jnent, maintenance,
dosage and waste.

When DFR shuts down, further UK information will be obtained from
pressurised tube and stressed spring irradiations in PFR, which are
currently in the planning stage, and from a reloadable creep machine in
PLUTO. In due course, PFR wrappers themselves, using special mensuration
equipment working under sodium, which has already been provided at DERE,
will be an important source of information.

Plutonium development work is proceeding at V/indscale on the dry blending Pu0j/U02 route, including the manufacture of press feed, the elimination
of pellet grinding, and the dry recycle of scrap. Incineration and ash
recovery are being developed for plutoniun contaminated materials.

It should perhaps be noted that wrapper dilation, due to irradiation
creep, is currently the greatest single item of uncertainty in predicting
both PFR core behaviour and how the CFR restrained core might perform at
high burnup.

The long-term objectives are a fully remote fabrication process with
low waste, lov; Pu hold-up and eventually the ability to make carbide for
improved breeding gain. The UK view is that these objectives will be more
readily achieved with a successfully developed wet process than with a
dusty powder process. The gel precipitation process is therefore being
developed as foilovfs at Har/iell:-

8.5.3

Gel fuel

Irradiation programmes using both the UO2 fines concept and homogeneous gel (fine and coarse mixed oxide granules) are planned and in
manufacture. The irradiation vehicles are the standard PFR Df.lSA cluster
and a PFR version of a CFR sub-assembly.
Fuel developers will continue to plan irradiations of both UO2 fines
and homogeneous gel for the present. Whilst it is expected that either
concept will work satisfactorily, it must be borne in mind that internal
pin chemistry is one of the sensitive performance areas.

(a)

Fundamental studies of rheoiogy of feed solution, kinetics of
precipitation, gel pore structure and crystallite size ar.d
plutonium m3ss balance.

(b)

Manufacture of 3CC ar.d SC micron Fu/'JOj spheres for irradiation.

(c)

Equipment development for gel preparation, drop forming, process
vessels 3nd interstage transport.

(d)

Uranium pilot plant continuous operations (30 day shift maxi.-um)
at 0*4. kg/hr including effluent arvrf lass measurement.

(e)

Scale up ar.d Isr.cer tern equipment sr.d route development leading
to remote operations.

The forward development programme is planned to cover:-

A second uranium gel pilot plant is ccerati.-.g at Springfieics for
trials of plutir.iun equipment designs, ar.d an inactive rerr.otaiy-ccerated
pin filling prototype plant nay be developed zn this sita.

(a)

Heat transfer, calculation and experimental rig vicrk on subassembly behaviour in a nunoer cf cooling media, e.g( sodium,
helium, argon, water, etc., at ratings up to 10 k'.V aimed at
establishing operational constraints and appropriate handling
and cooling equipment. This information is essential if a
decision on fuel cycle behaviour is to be realistic.

(b)

Reduction in process off-gas treatment volume by avoiding olant
ventilation 3ir dilution ar.d the introduction of closed cycle
«circulation trapping systems.

(c)

Continued development on use of laser technology as a head-end
breakdown technique.

(d)

Methods of solvent cleanup viith the objective of achieving a
zero discharge plant by using solid absorbents for ultimate
incorporation in waste vitrification processes.

(e)

Cn-lir.e methods of feed clarification other than the use of
centrifuges: for example the use of high magnetic fields.

(f)

Continuation of the extensive basic chemistry studies in the
solvent extraction/dissolution area and the establishment of
low discharge flowsheets in miniature scale equipment using
PFR feedstock material.

(g)

Massive shearing and alternative methods of fuel exposure, and
continuous dissolution.

Construction of a Pu/l!02 gel pilot plant will be completed at
Windscale in 1977 and it is planned to make gel Vipac fuel in 1979 for
irradiation in PFR.
The physical form of stockpiled piutonium is being considered having
regard to security and the long-term problems of «introducing FuOa "any
years old into the processing circuit.

9.3

REPROCESSING

The UK fast reactor reprocessing area covers transport from the reactor
site, fuel breakdown, waste treatment, excluding storage ar.d vitrification
of fission products, and delivery of the preferred form of nitrate to a
fabrication plant (which may very well be integral with a reprocessing
plant).
The PFR reprocessing plant at Dounreay (with a design capacity double
that required for the PFR) will start reprocessing PFR fuel in 1978, and
provide information on:(a)

Cladding and material behaviour in head-end operations and cooling requirements for sub-assernblies having a thermal output of
3 kW.

10.
10.1

(b)

(c)

Quantity, thermal output and nature of insoluble plutonium and
fission product alloys to allow continuing development programmes
on typical arisings frcn FR irradiation. The effect of the fuel
fabrication route on such arisings will be examined.
Use of a laser as an operational tool in an active environment
and the quantity and nature of volatilisation products.

(d) The possible application of high spread centrifuges for liquor
feed clarification.
(e)

Solvent degration withraixer/settleroperations.

(f)

Confirmation of basic chemistry of a number of possible
commercial plant flowsheets.

(g)

Sodium deactivation techniques for sub-assemblies at approximately
3 kW thermal output.

SAFETY

GENERAL

Two major problems in fast reactor safety v/ere identified in last
year's report; the magnitude of hypothetical -«hole core disruptive accidents and the detection of incidents originating in single sub-assemblies
before escalation to a whole core accident.
Evidence from experimental and theoretical work completed during the
year has, in general, been favourable to the assertion that though pin
failures may occur in a fast reactor core, the probability of their escalating to a whole core accident is extremely small. Attention to the provision of high reliability trip systems, together with reliable and diverse
shutdown systems, gives good protection against loss of flew or overpower
accidents: during the year therefore attention has been focused on the
remaining possible ways of initiation, including the sudden unexpected
collapse of large engineering structures, such as the core support system.
Collapse of such structures is inherently of very low probability, but
establishing this probability to the satisfaction of licensing authorities
is a matter of seme difficulty.
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(d)

Much attention has beer, paid during the year to -he design of cores
with lower sodium void coefficients than the reference cylindrical core
design of CFR1. A number of differing geometrical cpticns have beep,
studied, in general these tend to have higher fissile ir.ver.trri-äs but
better breeding gains, lower reactivity gains on voiding ficwi.-.g sodium
but less negative Soppier coefficients.
The overall uranium utilisation of many of these earlier designs,
despite a higher breeding, is worse than the reference core, but one or
two designs do show an improvement. Accident studies show that the lower
Doppler coefficient does to some extent offset the improved characteristics
due to a lever reactivity gain on sodium voiding. There are engineering
uncertainties still to be resolved before these cores cculd be adopted in
place of the reference core. V/ork is continuing in this area but, for the
time being at least, the plain cylindrical core is being retained as the
reference core for CFR1.
10.2

PUBLIC DISCUS5I0TI

Public discussion in the UK of the safety of fast reactors has
increased noticeably during the last year; particular interest was
aroused by two published documents. The first of these was the report of
the Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution (Chairman Sir 3rian Flowers)
and the second was the report "Some aspects of the safety of nuclear installations in Great 3ritain" published by the Health and Safety Executive.
The report of the Royal Commission contains much useful information on all
aspects of nuclear power in general and of the fast reactor in particular.
The report draws attention to the difficulties of v;aste disposal ar.d the
need for security methods to prevent illicit diversion of plutcniun from
the fast reactor fuel cycle. It also questions the size of the UK projected
power programme and suggests that a smaller programme, not involving the use
of fast reactors, would meet the UK's power needs. It also says that the
Commission does not oppose development of CFR1 itself on environmental
grounds, though the Commission's viev/s should be taken into account by the
Government in reaching a decision.
The second report was issued as a reply to three series of questions
posed by the Secretary of State for Energy, by Mr Iligel Fcrman, .V,?, and the
Friends of the Earth Organisation: it is impossible to summarise the document but some points of interest to the fast reactor safety case are:

(a)

A significant amount of research and development work on fast
reactors needs to be done and this is one of the arguments for
supporting the construction of CFH1.

(b)

It is noted that it is not possible to make the simple statement
that one type of reactor system is safer than another (as the
risks with the various types are of differing kinds).

(c)

It is recognised that there is a very slight possibility that a
hypothetical core disruptive accident viill be worse than forecast and will exceed the design specification of the containment.

10.3

It is noted that the most likely outcome cf an accident of a fast
reactor would be that r.obcdy eithsr in the plant or outside would
be hurt. In the extreme case in v.nLzh all protective crr/isicns,
outcome WGuld dopend
ilod,
including the containment f.nd
environmental factors and cr. the population distribution in '.he
ascumrtijp.s about the- worst combination c
area. Cn possimi.:
sir/isaacc, this miaht rc-sult in several
events t!".?.t could
thousand deaths v.'i hin 3 few v.eeks
ihe recort adds In
sum total those of ects, though cerious, would not be imucportable by society, but the probability of such an accident must
clearly be mado very small inrfoc-d •

HYPOTHETICAL VIHCL5 CCP.£ DIS?.'.S?"VH ACCIDH""S

The analysis has continue d of a hypothetical control rod runaway
accident in CFH, assuming it to develop th. ough fuel melting and local
molten fuel/coolant ir.teractio n (MFCI). Tl-.e calculations differed from
previous or.es by including a p cssibie motion of molten fuel inside fdilsd
fuel pins, as well as the msti on along the coolant channel of the fuel
v;hich had participated in the MFCI. The results were qualitatively simila:
to previous results. They shevied that negative reactivity effects due to
fuel motion could override pos itive effects due to sodium voiding, provided the clad f ai lure/.'.'.FCI location was assumed to be near the top of the
core. If, however, this locat ion was assumed to be nearer to the core
centre-plane, the sodiun voidi ng effect predominated and resulted in
severe calculated excursions.
The FRAX code has been used in a comparative exercise on two typical
fast reactor transients initiated by the VIAG group in Brussels. Other
participants were Gf!< Germany, CEA France, and Eelgonucleaire. For the
loss of flow incident, estimates of energy release were in gocd agreement
although there are detailed differences in predicted behaviour. For the
transient cverpcvier incident (imposed reactivity ranp of 31/- e c ) "which
leads to rapid voiding by FCI, and to mere energetic disassembly the
comparative calculations exhibit a number of differences which are
currently being examined.
Experiments to measure fission product emission and pressure generation from irradiated fast reactor fuel curing transient heating in the
VIFEH reactor are continuing. It has previously been reported that
difficulties have been experienced vdth the large quantities cf non-fission
gas generated from the fuel curing the transient neutron pulse. This was
believed to result frcm the reaction of fission product caesium with the
glovebox atmosphere curing transfer of the irradiated fuel to the VlrEH
capsule.
In an attempt to resolve this problem three capsules were filled with
nominally identical fuel samples which had been washed to remove caesium
compounds and degassed in vacuo. Analyses cf the vjashings indicated that
the greater part of the caesium had been removed. The capsules were then
given identical neutron pulses in 7I?E?.. The gas quantities evolved v/ere
substantial and approximately equal in the three capsules, but preliminary
analyses show that the greater part is still non-fission gas.

In the next three-capsule stage it is proposed to wash the fuel and
degas at 5CC°C before er.cassulation, a.-.d when to expose 'he capsules to
relatively low cower pulses in VIPER, with -he intension of eliminating
adsorbed .-.on-fissicn gas. The capsules v/ill then be evacuated and the gas
analysed at AZ?-E, then ressaled for a second full power pulse in VI?H?..
As a longer term development a capsule has been designed in which
fresh fuel can be irradiated in a Harwell MT?., fitted with a pressure
gauge, and transferred to VIPHR without exposure of the fuel to the
atmosphere.
10.4

CORE STRUCTURE TESTS

The work on core structure damage tests has concentrated on identifying a manufacturing route for the production of brittle wrappers, pins and
grids to simulate irradiated sub-assemblies. A suitable route for wrappers
technique after wrapper manufacture and trial batches are about to be made,
but no cheap route for the manufacture of strong but brittle grids has been
identified. Ductile grids add considerably to the crushing strength of a
sub-assembly and it may be necessary to use weak plastic grids for
preliminary assessment trials.
Springback work on the elastic response of free-standing homogeneous
cores has continued and has indicated that it may be difficult to produce
convincing arguments that reactivity increases will not occur following an
MFCI explosive interaction in a single sub-assembly. The effect of using
non-homogeneous cores with discontinuities introduced at control rod positions is still being investigated, but it is likely that a restrained core
rather than a free-standing core will be used for other reasons on CFR,
and the topic of springback may then diminish in importance.
10.5

EXPLOSION CCNTAISMEiTT

Enhancement of the accident containment capability of the primary and
secondary containment systems has emerged as a facet of safety development
which will gain increasing importance when the need for near-urban siting
develops as large scale deployment of the reactor for commercial power
production approaches. The codes used for calculating loads en the primary
containment have been improved and calculations using these codes have been
compared with results of experimental work.
Further analysis of the nine intersite benchmark explosion comparison
tests reported last year has been made. This shews that although the
variation for a single pressure measurement may be ± ZOfo or more, the
global averages between individual tests and between the sites (VJinfrith,
Foulness and Isprs) agree to within z 5;»« Thus any discrepancy between
cede predictions and experiment much greater than this cannot readily be
attributed to random experimental variation. Tne tests form a unique
contribution to examining the level of explosion repeatability and validation of a given explosion in a single test geometry. They have been submitted to the US APP.ICCT code comparison exercise in order to provide a
reliable standard against which various explosion calculation codes can be
tested.

vessels of different aspect ratios and incorporating simple internal
n-j
structures that msy be either rigid or deferrable. About ten different
Ll
mode] geometries of gradually increasing complexity using containing tanks
of both long and shorz aspect ratio (simulating both loop and pool reactors)
have now been tested using a low pressure, lew density explosive. The
range of model types tested is still being increased and different charge
sizes are being used. Initial difficulties in ensuring a completely waterproof charge have now been overcome. Vessel components and charges are
being supplied to Ispra who are performing an interlinked series of tests.
Tests using the cods validation models with yielding sides showed
that as expscted, the yielding sides had a significant effect on reducing
the total impulse given to the roof. For two particular tests, in one
case the high pressure roof impulse was reduced by a factor of at least
two, and in the other case, the high pressure roof impulse was reduced
virtually to zero by the yielding sides. It seems that a code of seme
complexity is required in order to ensure realistic results for roof
impact levels In any but the most simple idealised cases.
At present) the 2D Lagrangian pressure v/ave cede A3TARTE is giving
realistic results for the wall impulses 3nd strains but is tending to
overestimate rcof impulses by about 3C». It is suspected that this may
be due to cavitation of the water used in the tests when the initial
pressure wave is reflected from a surface. Attempts are being made to
model a time dependent equation of state of the rarefied water into the
code for these particular conditions. If this proves to be the significant factor, some similar experiments in sodium will eventually be
required. The ASTART3 code is not capable of dealing with cases where
significant fluid flow has occurred (for example through perforated plates
or complex structures) and development of the 2D Eulerian fluid flow code
SEURSJiiiK (previously SUHrCUl) continues as a joint European venture in
collaboration with Ispra. An incompressible flow version exists for
simple geometries and good initial results are also being obtained for an
early version compressible flow variant of the code.
Tests have been made on a 1/20 scale model of an early design of
steel contai.-ir.ent CFH using a lev; pressure, lev/ density explosive having
equivalent full-scale energy of 0-5 OS and 2*5 GJ. Useful' information was
obtained on the type and extent of damage to the internal structure and
on how this structure affected the impulse received by the rotating shield
plug in the roof (which had been deliberately made overstrong). The test
confirmed an impression that sn internal core catcher is unlikely to survive intact in sn explosion of 2«5 GJ level. It is planned to repeat the
2*5 GJ test using internal structures more nearly representative 3f present
CF3 design.
Tests to failure on a 1/50 scale model of 3 pre-strsssed concrete
containment vessel have =lso been made to determine the mode and approximate energy ievei to cause failure. Futurs tests on these models will
examine the influence of various 'äir' caps arour.d the internal primary
vessel which to seme extent cushio.-.s the side wall from the direct pressure
loading and can alter the relative timing of the pressure loading to the
rcof and to the side walls.
10.6

The large prograrme of explosion code validation (CCVA) tests at
Foulness and Viinfrith has continued using rigid and non-rigid containment

CCP.E CATCH;?.
The value of an internal core catcher for CFR is seen to exist mainly

(iv)

for the case of a slow melt-cut incident. A vigorous core disassembly
•••/ill distribute fuel widely, and if it occurs at a substantial explosion
energy level, it -ay disrupt the internal catcher. An extsrr.al core
catcher will thus probably also be used and 3 survey of suitable
sacrificial bed materials is being made.
10.7

FU5L/CC0I.A.-1T IJITERACTICM

A gradual progress in our understanding of vapour explosions and the
possible role of fuel/coolant interactions in fast reactor safety is being
maintained. This has enabled us to identify specific areas for further
study which should increase our understanding and provide information for
the safety case.
The concept that coherent FCIs propagate by means of a self-sustaining
shock wave, which is the underlying principle of the detonation model, has
been confirmed by experiments at 3erkeley Nuclear Laboratories in Freon/
v/ater and tip/v/ater systems. The tin/water results show that high efficiencies are not necessarily achieved: an examination of the conditions
for a Chapman Jougst detonation suggests that, unlike chemical explosions,
lov; efficiency detonations are possible in the vapour explosion case.
The next stage of the programme investigated the use of detonators to
trigger an interaction in a partly roofed test vessel, and established that
for an aluninium/water mixture a detonator provided an efficient trigger
pulse. In July the programme switched from aluminium to tin order to
extend the range of available initial interface temperature down below the
spontaneous nucleation temperature for water, and to avoid the complication
of the chemical reaction which can follow strong aluminium thermal interactions. The first three experiments showed that for tin at SCC°C and
v/ater in the 20 to 6C°C range a similar form- of spontaneously triggered
interaction was propagated across the vessel. Films of these interactions
were obtained which shewed that before the final interaction, (which broke
the vessel windows), there were a number of small localised weak interactions. Further experiments are investigating the mixing regimes which
result from releasing tin at temperatures of 3C0 to 80G°C into water at a
range of sub-coolings. A start has also been made in setting up more
detailed studies of propagation by dropping tin from a series of nozzles
into a trough-shaped vessel.
The main conclusions which have been drawn from these results during
1975/77, were as follows:
(i) The explosive interaction of both aluminium and tin can be
described by the same multi-stage model, mixing/trigger/
propagation/expansion.
(ii)

(iii)

Propagation velocities are c-jfiiitervtly of the order of 1C0 to
20C m/s in a range of alumini'in and tin experiments. This is a
possible sonic velocity for a three component mixture (metal/
water/steam).
Comparisons of the charge produced by firing small (14- g) charges
of Low Density Explosive (as used in COVA experiments), confirmed
that moderate interaction of aluminium with water probably corresponded to at least 5 to 1C£ of maximum efficiency (Hicks-Menzies)
when related to the metal in the vessel at the time of interaction.

(v)

The pressure pulse produced by a detonator is an effective
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trigger. The triggered interactions of aluminium with water
showed high peak pressures, in excess of LO MPa, and were mors
rapid than most spontaneous interactions. The tirr.e from triggering to vessel rupture was less than 1 ms for the triggered interaction, compared with 1>5 to 2 ms for most spontaneous interactions. It remains to be determined whet" -r this difference is
due to the strength of the trigger process, or to different
properties of the mixture at the time of triggering.
Visual observation of large scale (20 kg) tin/water interactions
carried out at a range of interface temperatures embracing the
spontaneous ,'iucleation temperature for v/ater (34O°C) have shewn
no obvious phencmenological differences on passing this thrsshold. More detailed examination of these films is still in
progress.

Preparation for the Q* series of experiments in which molten UO2 in
grsm quantities •.-(ill be produced by a thermite reaction in a sodium
filled tank are continuing. Methods for fabricating the thermite mixture
v/ith a low gas content have been developed and construction of a rig
capable of assembling and firing 20 kg charges is starting.
10.3

SCDI'.'M SOILING

An eleven-pin heated test section in the lov; pressure water modelling
rig at V/infrith has been tasted in both single chase =nd boiling conditions.
The single phase tests were in good agreement with the SA5RE predictions,
but a need for more fundamental studies of turbulent diffusion in rod
bundles has been identified. At the Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories of CEG3
single phase temperatures measured in the wake of central and edge blockages have been successfully correlated v/ith data from a range of experiments in water and sodium through a simple seni-empirical model. The model
predicts that 1C% edge blockages in a CF3 sub-assembly could produce coolant boiling. Boiling studies in a 240-pin water rig have shown the
influence of the flow pressure field in forming a vapour cavity which
grows cyclically. Incomplete collapse of the cavity leads to drycut.
V/ork on the design cf the aultipin boiling sodium experiment in the
High Temperature Sodium loop in RE'.IL has advanced to the point where a
detailed cost estimate has been prepared. Preparations for the manufacture
of heatsr pins are weil advanced and scrr.e tests in high temperature sodiun
have been made en prototype pins (manufactured in France). The need for
this experiment is currently under review and no decision has yet been
taken to go forward with the manufacture of the rig. In the meantime
supporting work is continuing at a low level. This v/ork has during the
last year included the successful development of an X-ray method fcr
detecting voids and the life testing of CiHN probes for void detection.
Much of the theoretical v/ork hss been concerned v/ith the development
of cenputer codes and their testing en experimental data frcm Scarabee 3r.d
elsewhere. The codes used include NASLI? (Single channel flow or power
transient boiling) and HAM! IA (ur.idirsctior.ai flow v/ith wire wraps, multipin
geometry) . A wire wrap medei of HAM.\'A gave rise to considerable problems
in obtaining satisfactory solutions fcr belling situations. These 'r.ave
been largely resolved for the relatively simple 3 sub-channel model but the
mere cemplex ZL sub-channel representation still causes difficulty.

SABRE (recirculatory or diverted flow multi-pin geometry) v;ith a HAMNA
type wire wrap modei incorporated, gave similar temperature distributions
to HAMtlA. Results from CO3RA 3C, which has a different wrap model, showed
distinct differences. Agreement with tast results was not good enough to
discriminate between the models and was probably inconclusive due to the
limited number and doubtful accuracy of the measurements. A revised wire
wrap model in which the directional effect of the wire winding is allowed
for, is being investigated.
The tests with the prototype transient version of SABRE have shown
that reasonable agreement was obtained with experimental results when an
allowance for the fuel pin thermal capacity was included.
Preliminary runs have been made with a simplified steady state model
of homogeneous boiling in which partial success was achieved in reproducing the pressure drop mass flow curve.

(d)

A slow
highly
vapour
in any

rats as in the control rod runaway accident produces
peeked fuel temperatures with possibly substantial fuel
pressures before pin failure: conditions never modelled
test known;

(e)

Fis Ion gas voiding may not be capable cf producing orempt
criticality because of incoherence in a real mixed burr.up core
situation: high failure position and restricted outflow rate
are being further investigated.

Feedback frcm experience in analysis of fuel failure experiments and
frcm recognition of mechanisms significant in determination of the progress
of whole core accidents is providing guidance en analytical methods development and en the priorities for further experimental data on fuel behaviour
in extreme transient conditions.
10.10 SAFETY I"5TR'-?.'5:iTA7iai

10.9

FUEL FAILURE

The series of Special Experiments being carried out in the final
operational campaigns of DFR before its planned shutdown has been successful. Test assemblies of 3 and 13 irradiated fuel pins have been exposed
to coolant flow reduction by closing an iniet valve to initiate boiling at
the outlet end of the fuel or, in some cases, downstream of an artificial
blockage within the heated length. The final experiments are currently in
the reactor and it will be seme time before 'the total information can be
evaluated, but important results are already available. In particular it
has been found possible to initiate boiling repeatedly in the same fuel
bundle without causing failure during several hours of boiling. Signals
of coolant outlet temperature variation and acoustic noise have been
clearly correlated with boiling onset. Cne 13-pin-bundle experienced widespread failure, due it is believed to entry of reactor cover gas into the
rig rather than to boiling, but the fuel debris was carried out without
forming a blockage within the bundle.

The present design of CFR incorporates multiple thermocouples on each
sub-assembly cutlet in both cere and radial breeder. These thermocouples
are connected directly into the trip circuits of the reactor. The design
of this system so as to achieve both adequate reliability (about 10~ 7
fractional deadtir.e per sub-assembiy) ar.d freedem fren spurious trips (one
per 10 years from this cause) is difficult and special thermocouple amplifier systsms and safety logic circuits are being developed. For reasons
of diversity two entirely different systems will be ussd in the main
safety circuits; a pulse-coded ssmi-conductor system and an advanced version of the magnetic Laddie system currently used on CEG3 reactors. Trials
of these systems are new being conducted on existing reactcrs as well as
in the laboratory.
Some more fundamental studies are being made of the use of computers
in safety systems. These studies include

Work has continued on analysis of experiments in the SCARA2EE series
of flow-reduction tests on fresh fuel and contributions are now being made
to precalculations for the CA3SI series of single-pin overpower tests on
fresh and irradiated fuel.
The code FRAX has been applied to postulated overpower accidents (TCP)
in a typical fast reactor, with the object of studying the effects of the
models provided for fuel pin failure modes ar.d molten fuel and fission gas
expulsion, with the effects of variation of parameters. Certain results
which were unexpected in comparison with TREAT TCP tests made it necessary
to extend this work in order to guide future development. The work has
illuminated important areas such as:
(a)

Many features of TOP tests in thermal driver cores do net
reproduce conditions in fast reactor transients;

(b)

A constant reactivity ramp rate as postulated for tests is very
unlikely to occur in a real accident;

(c)

Initial ramp rate strongly affects temperature distributions,
melting and gas release patterns;

(a)

methods for achieving high reliability cemputing systems which
are sufficiently fault free fer use in safety circuits;

(b)

the application's.' conventional multi-tasking computers where a
large number of separate but co-eperati.-.g tasks are all
executed in a single computer; and

(c)

parallel processing usir.g 3 relatively large number of microcomputers where each separate task is performed by a separate
computer.
11.

11.1

REACTOR FERFCP.'.!AMC; STUDIES

EXPERIMENTAL RF.ACTCR PHYSICS

The AEA/GfK SI2HT programme in ZE-RA is directly relevant to the
validation of data and methods as applied to CFR core desiyns, both of
the conventional (2 zone) type and the 'heterogeneous' low Ua-void reactivity versions currently beir.g assessed. Following an 13-month shutdown
for extensive modifications ZHBRA was taken critical according to programme in December 1975 with an ir.tarr.ediate-sised all-plutoniuns clean

i.j

core (3ZA, 14.CO kg Pu) . »he measurements made included central reactionrate ratios, sodium void reactivities, and the reactivity worths controlled
by simulated power-reactor control-red arrays containing up to 15 naturalborcn-carbide absorbers, using the modified source-multiplication technique.
The core was subsequently enlarged to the 3Z3 reference version
(2CCO kg of equivalent ?u) and a further experimental prcgrar.xie will continue until November. There may then be a change to an alternative core
concept with reduced sodiun-void reactivity worth of a design still to be
decided.
Some more general experimental physics investigations of long-term
interest to the fast reactor have been carried out. In particular, experiments have established the feasibility of interrogation of C?R subassemblies using gairjr.a-ray and neutron counting techniques to verify their
isotopic composition, which could be an important step in the avoidance of
refuelling errors.
The analysis of the ZHSRA Core 13 (?FS nock-up) experiments has
extended tests of data and methods to r.cn-uniform core arrangements (relevant to scr.e aspects of the hetarcger.ecus core designs r.cv» beir.g considered)
as well as providing direct cennent on PFR situations. Studies of three
important breeder arrangements have been completed. An extensive review
of sodium-void reactivity analysis has beer, carried out. V/orths of hydrogenous material can be estimated for a range of C?R core conditions.
Nuclear data relevant to core activation have been tested. Details are
given in the fcllcviing paragraphs.
3reeder performance -«as studied in three radial breeder arrangements
(3SO mm thick in a 12C° sector) in the Core 13 prcgrs.-r-me, comprising ~C 2 Na (clean oxide), t^-FuCi-Na (23 burnup), U-C-;ia (clean carbide). Broadly
similar C/= values are found for the three versions, the main exception
being tho-e for ;J233 fission in the burr.t-up simulation where neutrons
from plutonium fissions in the breeder considerably reduce the attenuation
of the fast flux.
Measurements of the reactivity worth of axially-distributed hydrogenous material (polypropylene = CHz) introduced ir.to f:ur fuel elements
at two concentrations (differing by a factor of 1C) at three racial positions were made in Core 12/1. The analysis of these experiments has bear,
used to comment on the accuracy of the predicted wcrth of an accidental
injection of lubricating oil into the core of CFH. This study has emphasised the close balance of components determining the net reactivity effect
of hydrogen, and its sensitive dependence on reactor state (temperature,
fission products, control rod insertion).
A statistical analysis of the Pu239 fission-rate distributions in
five versions of the core with different insertions of the boron-carbide
control rods has been made. Although various systematic trends are evident, it is concluded that the overall accuracy of prediction of the point
and channel powers (standard deviations of about ~\%) is adequate to meet
the lOqiiirerricnts set by thermal performance criteria. It is interesting
that diffusion theory gives such a good account of the power distributions
in these very heterogeneous situations. It remains to be seen, in the
forthcoming 3I2ET programme, whether a similar conclusion will be reached
for larger, less strongly-coupled systems.

The accuracy of a fast reactor reactivity scale calibrated (in dk/k
units) by slew kinetics (diverging periods) has been assessed in the context of the PFR mock-up. The contributions arising frcm uncertainties in
the delayed neutron data (isotopic yields, decay constants, spectra) have
been examined in some detail. A standard deviation of 5% on the absolute
reactivity derived frcm period measurements is estimated from the study,
compared with 3-&% frcm distributed plutonium—/jorth determinations. Using
the currently reccr.mer.ded delayed neutron data, satisfactory agreement
between these two scales has been demonstrated in Cores 11, 12 and 13.
An extensive survey of sodium-void analysis has been made, covering
work on ZEHRA Cores 12 and 13, and examining in turn the effects of various
calculational approximations. In particular, the differences between PFR
predictions obtained by the standard FD5 route and by heterogeneous FGL5/
pin-cell route are considered. This work v/iii be of value in defining the
recommended method for sodium void calculations for CFR.
Measurements of the activation of potential primary-circuit corrosion
products and of the gross gsT,ma-r3y activity induced in selected reactor
steels were made in the integral data experiments fsllcw-on to the PFR mockup studies. These measurements have been compared with "GLS/FDS predictions. Agreement is generally considered adequate to meet the requirements.
The importance of resonance-shieldir.g in cobait has been highlighted by
these studies.
11.2

H'JGLHAR DATA

Hew codes have been written to generate disolaccment cross-sections
from FGL5 data, and to silcw the treatment of resonance shielding effects
within FD5 by the generation of sub-group data.
Programs have been written for interactive use in data evaluation, and
more of the UK üueiear Data Library editing and physics programs have been
developed for entry to the ICL 4.-70 computer via terminals.
A new resonance program has been developed to generate cross-section
files fcr the higher actir.ides. This assesses the mean spacing of resonances, the expected energies of negative resonances and indicates the
most probable energies of unidentified resonances.
Cne group cross-soction data sets, e3ch for different regions of ?FH,
have been generated to calculate the activity and heat generation in
materials irradiated in PFR. Displacement cross-sections for Fe, Cr and
Hi frem FGL5, French and US Data have been assembled. A 16-group crosssection set and a 37-group library of activation cross-sections are being
provided. Temperature dependent data for ircn has been added to FGL5.
The US £:;DF/E& library of fission product decay data and the code
FISPIM-/,. are r.ovi available as a compatible system. Progress is being made
with the major task cf establishing the accuracy of these data via detailed
comparisons v/ith CEGB's decay data library and Harwell's compilation of
fission product •/-. eld;, and wirh checks against integral decay data. Mo
set of yield data satisfies all the physical constraints and proposals
have been made for improvements.
Cne of the principal facilities at Harwell for measuring neutron crosssections and related data of importance to the fast reactor project has
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been the 15 .V.eV electron linear accelerator used as an intense repetitive
pulsed source of neutrons. This was closed down at the er.d of November,
1976 aftar nearly tvio d« odes of service. It will be replaced by a new
136 MeV electron Linac with much increased current, power and flexibility.
This is due to be commissioned in mid-1973. The present time marks the
mid-v/ay stage in the construction of the new accelerator and its associatsd
beam lines, targets and buildings. The new accelerator will increase the
available pulsed neutron fluxes by between one and two orders of magnitude.
Secsuse of the anticipated closure of the old Linac much of the final
year was devoted to collecting rav; data cf as many imports," r.~utrcn reactions as possible, so there is now a considerable backlog of data t; be
analysed. Perhaps the most important body of d3ta to be taksn has been on
the capture cross-sections of the principal fast reactor structural
materials-iron, chromium ar.d nickei-and in addition the separated isotopes
of titanium, over the energy range from a few hundred e'/ to 1 MeV.
With the aid of neutron transmission measurements mads with the Harwell
synchrocyclotron, the detailed resonance features of these cross-sections
are now being elucidated«
The capture cross-section of An2£1 has also been measured up to a fey/
hundred eV. It seems to confirm (within 1C% or so) 3 recent absorption
cross-section measurement made at Qsk Ridge and a recent calculation of
the cross-sscticn mace at Harwell. A fission crsss-secticn measurement of
Pn2J.1 was made with the same sample (12 g of americiun oxide), and this
shows that this particular cross-section is very lew (less than C«1 b)
between 1 xeV and, at 1-ast, 20 keV, confirming the growing suspicion
(frcn comparison with ZH3HA integral measurements ss '.veil as other indications) that an earlier Ar.erican measurement, shewing cross-sections greater
than 1 b in this energy region, is in error. With the aid of seme equipment
set up to measure the ratio cf chctcfissicn to pr.otoneutror. cross-secticr.s
of heavy nucl id.es (an array of enriched 3?3 counters in a large oil bath)
the neutron emission rate i<^e to (o,n) reactions in the same sample of
Asi2/.1Cj has also b~en measured, and it is also heced to obtain information
on the neutron spectrum of this reaction from 3 precise measurement of its
garaT.a-ray spectrum.
Vi'ork in the Harwell High Voltage Laboratory has concentrated on
establishing the fission neutrcn spectrum with precision, in collaboration
with the Studsvik Laboratory.
There is a programme of work with heated CC2 to aid assessments of
Cocpler broadening sffacts in reactors. Follr.vir.g initial tests e r a
vacuum furnace up to the design temperature of 23CC X, modifications -.vere
made t= the rsdiation shielding, snd in addition a voltage stabiliser was
installed in the heste-r tube ccwer supply. Meutrsn transmission measurements were made on depleted X ; sa-.cles frcm 1 :r. to 5 cm in thickness at
temperatures 2?3, 1C93 and 1730 K, and also on L cm samples at 21CO K.
Hot and colj sample measurements ware made in the same run, with the aim
of reducing systematic errors. The temperature of the hot sample '.-/as
monitored regularly during the runs using an optical pyrometer.

iss v.'ss investigated )?v n*?'.'tron radioThe uni
cf the 'JOj
graphy and marginal range prjton radiography. The latter technique proved
more sensitive; a large area defect of about 0-15 of th9 sample thickness

was noted in one case. Following these tests the most ur.ifjrm samples were
selected for the transmission measurements.
The transmission data are in the course of analysis. Computer programs
to assist in the analysis are being developed.
11.3

CHEMICAL f.'UCLEAR DATA

An experimental method has been devised for determining tritium yields
in fast fission which apparently overcomes the problem of adventitious contamination by tritium, evolvina impurities. The preliminary results frcm
U235 in the DICO rabbit were 5«93' x 1C4, 0-37 x 10~ 4 and 0-95 X 1O" 4 atoms
tritium per fission. The mean of published tritium yields (by chemical
methods) is (C-39-z O C 4 ) x 10" 4 T/F.
The work on fission yie-lds for Pu239 in fast monoenergetic neutron
fluxes is now complete. V/ork on U233, which has just started, .•;!!! ccmplete the series of investigations, using mon^energetic neutrons, into the
effect of neutron energy change on fission yields.
One of the principal problems facing those who wish to make measurements of fission yields and other fission product and actinide nuclear
data for fast reactors is the extreme difficulty o-f having samples irradiated to high total doses in the appropriate r.eutron spectrum. This
means that the normal mass-scectrometric or high intensity y-counting
analytical procedures are frequently unavailable and the only irradiation
facilities are accelerators or zero-energy reactors for which the practical
total neutrcn dose for a sample is in the'range 109 - 1012/csi2.
Given
such low neutrcn fluxes, the usi)3l analytical technique employed has been
g-counting oi thick sources prepared after laborious and time-consuming
radio-chemical separation and purification.
Techniques are under development for y-countlng of fissile material
with no chemical separation, so that all fission products viith suitable
Y-rays are measured simultaneously. The v-spectrometers have been accurately calibrated and the ultimate aim is to be able to obtain absoluta
measurements of the yields of at least 15 fission products with v-counting
rates in the photo peaks scmetimes as low as 1 count/min, with an absolute
accuracy for a fission yield of 3-1C3, depending en count rate. Several
test runs have novj been performed with natural uranium irradiated in DIDO,
with premising preliminary results.
The US code GAMtiAL is now used for all y-analysis v/ork at Harwell,
including the experiment just described. This code, on the ISM 370
computer, fits all the photoce3ks in a 4.C96-ch3nnel spectrum. The code
first finds the peaks, fits them, applies appropriate calibration data,
and finally lists all peaks found, together with their energies, count
rates, and error data.
A substantial effort is being devoted to the compilation and evaluation of nuclear decay d3ta for UK data files. These are to be in EiiDF/3
format, an inter-nationally accepted format, for consistency, ease of
comparison and use. Data include half-life, decay modes (energies,
intensities and internal conversion coefficients), branching ratios, mean
alpha, beta and gamma energies, and q-vaiues - all with associated errors
v/hen possible.
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A major effort continues on fission product decay data evaluations.
The fission product data of CEG3 for mass numbers A = 72 to 151 and A =
166 are new in the desired format. These data are in progress of re-evaluation 3.~.d updating. The decay data for activation products are also being
evaluated and the preliminary file is half complete. Much use has been
made of recent evaluation effort by other groups and the 1976 fission
yields evaluation of Harwell are new on file in ENDF/3 format, as are the
alpha decay data of Harwell but in non-ENDF/3 format.
The integral experiments in ZEBRA to measure the production crosssection of Or.242 frcn Am241 are complete with the following results:
Calculation (C)

Experiment (=\
± C-C9

C/E

Core 12

0-970 barn

1-50

barn

0-55

Core 14

0-81C barn

1 -275- ± C-G13 barn

C-64

These results are being taken into account in revised evaluations.
11.4.

THEORETICAL REACTCR PHYSICS

11.4.1

Modular code scheme

The year under review has again been a period of consolidation for
the COS.V.CS modular cede scheme. There is a '.vide range of physics modules
available comprising data preparation, flux calculations and edits. The
main development effort has ccr.e from '//infrith and Counrsay but seme use
has been made cf the scheme from Risiey and CGS7.GS has beer, implemented on
the CEGB's IBM 370 computer in London. Progress has been r.ade in the provision of both code and system documentation and attention is being given
to computer-based documentation.
A new and advanced selective safeguarding system with cor.Dletely automated archiving facilities has been implemented. Additional facilities
have been provided to assist users in tne management cf the CCS.'.CS Databank,
and in releasing computer disc space by easy removal of obsolete material.
Much of this work can now be carried cut entirely automatically. Further
economies in the use of fast core store have been provided by dynamic
storage facilities which, when added to programs, compute the core store
needed which is then allocated at run-time.
Agreement has been reached en the so-called "file-indecer.dent incutoutput calls" by the EEC /.hole-core Accident Ozds '.Vcrkir.g Group and by
O'KAHA Reactor Group's Advisory Committee on Systsm-indecendent Programming
Techniques. These calls simplify the transfer of codes between different
modular code systems since the FORTRAN statements within the ooces do not
need alteration when a different filing system is attached. A number of
programs and modules new use these calls to access any disc/file that may
be of more than ephemeral interest. It is hoped that similar agreements
will soon bo obtained on the form of system-independent sequencing calls
to facilitate the sequencing of modules within any modular code scheme.
11.4.2 Modulos and other codes
A major activity has been the steady improvement of many of the CGS.'OS

modules to remove faults, improve speed of execution and to provide additional options. In some cases the modules have been rewritten. Good
progress hao been made in the development of so-called 'Tasks" which make
use of the sequencing modulo 7,'GRKSHCP, although much more can be done to
provide users with the most convenient and efficient methods which the
system is capable of providing.
The nulti-group diffusion theory code MARC has been amended by the
inclusion of file independent calls to make the code compatible with the
fast reactor modular code scheme. The multi-group spherical harmonics
transport theory code, Pti, developed from MARC, has been extended to
include additional geometrical options (RZ, triangular 3nd triangul3r-Z).
An evaluation of the accuracy of diffusion theory calculations of power
distributions and other reaction rates has been completed.
The multi-group kinetics program SPARK has been under development :'.n
minor respects. (Further developments will be necessary to investigate
the kinetic behaviour of heterogeneous cores.) The point-kir.etics code
FUTURE has been rewritten using improved solution techniques which in
general lead to a substantial reduction in running time. A representation
of by-pass flow has also been included. The programme TEMPT, which calculates transient temperature distributions in a fuel pin plus associated
clad and coolant under imposed power or flow variations, has been improved
with respect to the estimation of the fraction of fuel molten viithin the
finite difference formulation.

11.5 PERFC?.VA::CH CALCULATICHS FOR CFR
Studies for CF3 have been made in the UKAEA and I.'PC of various
alternative designs that would give reduced reactivity addition on voiding
of sodium. Reducing the reactor size has been shown not to eliminate this
safety problem until unecononic sizes are reached. Tho studies on various
alternative heterogeneous designs are outlined in the following paragraphs.
The safety and economic parameters of a double annular design were
established. The layout had an inner ring of breeder sub-assemblies
surrounded by 3 to 4 rows of fuelled sub-assemblies, 3 rows of breeder
sub-assemblies (the intermediate breeder), 3 to 4 rows of fuelled subassemblies and then the radial breeder. Following the initial study,
several other designs were then investigated in which one or more of
breeder and fuel regions were varied and the resultant changes in economics
and safety noted. The best choice was made on the basis of doubling time
and cumulative uranium requirements for a power programme extending to the
year 2050. The parameters related to safety that were evaluated included
the maximum cositive reactivity effect due to sodium voiding and the
Doppler effc-.t. There were positive reactivity changes also when the
internal breeder sub-assemblies were voided.
This double annular core design was examined to see whether there
were significant new difficulties associated with its fuel management. As
there is a substantial body of such calculations available for the reference design, made by approximate methods using the code CRACKLE, emphasis
was laid on -rnparative studies, many in 6C° sector geometry. From these
it became clear that the breeder burnup influenced reactivity and rate of
change of reactivity with time much more markedly for the double annular
core than the reference design. Breeder management is correspondingly
relatively mere important.

Another heterogeneous core design, the so-called 'Cartwheel' vras
investigated. In this design there were six 'spokes' of alternate width
1 and 2 sub-assemblies extending radially outwards from the central control
rod to the inner radial breeder. In the iatest version the spokes comprised 90 sub-assemblies of the same composition as the inner radial
breeder, not counting 6 sites allocated to shut-off reds. The fuelled
region thus consisted of six cheese-shaped wedges. It was SCOP, realised
that the interior of each wedge would have to be of low enrichment fuel,
while the parts adjacent to breeder would be of high enrichment. The
inter-zene boundary ar.d the values of the two enrichments were manipulated
to give an optimum power-balance and a K very close to unity. Preliminary
values of the reactor parameters were then calculated, and these shew the
system has some premise as a CFR core design.
A variant of the 'Cartwheel' version called the 'Sun' was also
studies. It has already been mentioned that, in the 'Cartwheel', one site
in each spoke was allocated to a safety rod: thsse sites forr.ir.g lowabsorption windows connecting neighbouring fuel wedges. 3y contrast, only
6 of the central 37 channels were fuelled, causing a deep flux depression.
In the 'Sun' variant the central region was modified so that it became a
seventh fuelled zone of 12 sub-assemblies.
Studies were performed on a heterogeneous design called the 'Salt-andpepper' reactor or the 'island' reactor. The breeder sub-assemblies were
in clumps of three scattered throughout the fuelled zone so as to make the
flux as uniform as possible.
11.5

H"E?.GY C;?C

AM) SHIHI.3ZNG

Proposed changes in •ehe referer.ee design for CFR have led to the
establishment of a r.ew calculatior.al route incorporating reactive regions
such as the annular fuel store. The SMA? 3D diffusion code is used in
conjunction with the REGHC'JP mcc'uie to ailcw for changes between the F35
core data and shielding data sets in consecutive stages of the problem.
The SNA? predictions of k-eff for two arrangements of the annular store
have been checked using the criticality code .YC.'K. In view of the low
values (k-eff about C-3) obtained, however, there are no plans to investigate the accuracy of the FD5 set for these situations where the spectra
are softer than these examined in ZH3RA.
The core-physics code SriA?3D is undergoing development to exter.d its
range of application to neutron shield calculations ar.d to general g a m a
calculations in the core or shield. It may be used as a star.d-3ior.e c;de cr
as a C02.1CS module. Full use is made of the file-ir.deper.dent calls and of
sequencing calls to keep the code independent of the system or modular cede
scheme that initiates a run.
The techniques of sensitivity analysis have been applied to a notional
CFR radial shield comprising steel/sodium configurations. Upper and lewer
bounds have been established on the standard deviation of the key design
parameters, including gamma heating, atomic displacement, instrument fluxes
and activation of intermediate heat exchangers revealing the imoortance of
resonance cross-sections in the keV region and error correlations. A
preliminary examination has been made of the coupled n-Y data in the
EHDF/3-IV data files and seme inconsistencies revealed with the existing

data sets which are not capable of achieving the stringent target
accuracies laid down for y-heating in materials test rigs in ?FH.
The multi-group "onte Carlo code .'.!c3£.\'D II is now being tested) this
neu version will enable the coupled n-Y data sets to be used; it also has
improved acceleration capabilities includi ;g angular importance biasing for
streaming problems. The McRIG .Monte Carlo code has been completed and is
available for gamma heating calculations in PFR irradiation rigs for which
it affords a nominally exact representation of the geometry. Following
completion of the 'AÄZCCJ module and its inclusion in the one-dimensional
code REDIFFUSIC.'l it is now possible to use the Adjusted Diffusion Coefficient method for practical design applications in addition to the conventional CC.V.FRA3H removal-diffusion model.
A number of additions have been made to the SCCRE removal-diffusion
code. These are mainly concerned with the extension of input data facilities, and the provision of additional output edits. The documentation of
the code has been improved, and a symposium on the code was held for users
throughout the UK nuclear pewer industry.
The CFR transport flask was re-evaluated for neutron flux penetration
using the V'.l method. Comparisons were made between P1 and F3 approximations
and also with the removal-diffusion cede SCCRE. Little difference between
the methods was found, except at energies above 10 MeV where differences of
an order of magnitude were found in the flux (which was at a very low
lavel) .
A number of facilities vere added to the code FISPI.'I which calculates
the inventory of fission products and actinides in irradiated fuel. The
most important of these was the ability to input data in the H:;DF/B-IV
format, as internationally rerexmended. A standard version of the code
was defined jointly by Risley and Harwell. An actir.ide data library for
L'.VR calculations was made available, ar.d tests on this library, and on the
EMDF/B-IV fission product library, were m d e .
The first experiment in the prograrrjp.e of CFR engineering benchmarks in
the ASPI3 shielding facility on ;!ESTCR has teen completed. A slab shield
of sodium was irradiated by a simulated r.atural-urani'jm oxide breeder
assembled frem ZH2RA coupons ar.d driven by the A3?IS fission source plate.
Spectra were measured at key positions to study the breeder/shield interface
problems.
A new code FCILAK has been written to derive spectra from integral
measurements. This will be used in the PFR as an aid to the determination
of the neutron scootr'jm in regions outside the core where steel samples
will be extracted for damage measurements, "liobium monitors :how considerable premise for power reactor desimetry and a technique has been developed
for measuring the cro33-section by ccmcarison with other activation detectors
irradiated in a series of different spectra such as those obtained in the
PFR central thimble over the range from the core centre to the sodium pool
above the top breeder.

A series of shielding experiments in PFR is in progress,
be used as an overall check of design methods for CFR.

These -«ill
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Under certain conditions, sub-assemblies nay interact with consequent
local distortions. The distortions have been studied, as have the form of
the matrices which define the pad-load relationships for establishing
approximations to values for the distortions. These matrices are used in
the restrained-core codes CRAMP and SA3CW. Interaction between subassemblies is not only an essential features of constrained core design but
has also to be taken into account in the design and operation of the PFR
core, which is based essentially on the concept of free-standing subassembly clusters grouped round leaning posts. Methods are being made
operational for investigating the behaviour of core designs of this kind,
in which initial clearances or slack are progressively taken up, predominantly by voidage growth and irradiation creep dilation. The associated
computer code, known as DILATE, is now at an advanced stage; it is intended,
as a further development, to include the effects of friction in this sector
model of a complete core.
The combined effects of thermal expansion, voicage-induced swelling,
together with wrapper-irradiation-creep distension due to internal pressure,
can both modify the internal thermo-hydraulic performance of sub-assemblies,
and markedly reduce or even take up nominal clearances between them. The
program NIVBCW currently overestimates dilation effects, through neglecting
the effect of changes in geometry on membrane action. A theory has been
developed to take account of the non-linear geometrical features using a
variational method based on assumed displacements. This shows that, at low
doses, dilation occurs at the same rate as a built-in beam under pressure
loading, but as dose increases the creep dilation rate diminishes until it
reaches a steady state corresponding to the membrane stress. The relevant
equations are being incorporated in the NIVSCW cede.
V/rapper bowing and dilation is basi: information required in the broad
consideration of sub-assembly design and operation. It affects ch- ice zf
material, location of contact planes, period of operation between rotations
and interaction forces generated in restrained or interacting core 3. A
program NIVBCW has been developed to calculate the time-dependent bewed
shape, axial extension, diametral dilation, clearances and stresse s for a
specified core position and orientation, either for a r.ew suc-asse;mbiy or
for one which has 3 previous history of irradiation, This crocram may be
operated either as a stand-alone code, or used within the CCS.'.CS s heme,
(as already described) to access ar.d identify relevant physics and thermal
data.
When the differential equations of mathematical physics are excressed
in an integral form, the use of variational principles frequently enables
applicable numerical methods to be evolved, basically through expressing
the unknowns in a piece-wise continuous fashion on a freely cho:en mesh.
Values at the nodal points of this mesh define conditions within the
associated finite elements or sub-regions, so äilowir.g systematic crocedures
for handling a wide range of problems to be evolved. The LI.'CLH system has
been developed to meet the latter neeo, by providing an appropriately interlinked suite of sub-routines, specifically tailored to work of the above kind.
Extensive use has been made of these facilities to evolve a second generation of finite element programs, particularly for the structural validation
of fast reactor components under steady state and transient conditions.
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The reference model JCEARK for dynamic studies of CFR has reached the
point where primary loop, secondary loop and boiler arc working as a linked
system. Cnce-thrcugh or partially recirculating boiler representations "are
available and a fully recirculating system model is at an advanced stage of
development.
The previous improvements to the water-side heat exchanger representation in JC2ARX, according to which phase boundaries can cross several mesh
points in cne time step, have been developed further. For example the
boiling, drycut and superheat boundaries can r.o'.v co-exist in the same mesh
interval. This gives the greater freedom needed in considering feed failure
transients. In addition, the superheat and dryout boundaries may now move
in from the evaporator outlet as sometimes arises with the current partial
recirculation boiler design.
Comparison between transients involving axial and weighted point
neutronics rcoresentati;ns with axial core thermal hydraulics has been
accepted as showing that the point r.eutrcnics representation is fully
adequate. Hence point nsutrcnics can be used for future studies. It has
been stated as a firm design feature that sodium mixing will be such that
sub-asser.bly inlet temperatures will be uniform, thus obviating the- need
for x, y representation.
It has so far been possible only to give very cursory consideration to
non-symmetric development of JCBAR'K. This leads, however, to the view
that, granted total mixing of IHX primary sodium outputs, before entering
sub-assexblies, mix-timir.g algorithms will have to be provided. The subsequent development is not thought to be fundamentally difficult, but
nevertheless it will be a very major task,
11.9
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Possible changes in the core and shield of CFR will necessitate a
reapprisal of the r.ucleonic instrumentation but it is expected that development work will continue to ho required on the range of detectors, cables
and electronics that has been under study for a number of years.
The study of the physics of Ionisation chamber behaviour in the
Camobell mode has been extended to higher r.eutron flux levels, measurements
having been made using filling gases of argon, argon-nitrogen and argon-CO2
in an experimental chamber. A new portable Campbell signal frequency
analyser has been constructed to facilitate measurements and results indicate that satisfactory operational characteristics will be obtained, with
good linearity, up to a current density of 1G~ 4 amps/cm2 of coated
electrode area. This is 3 factor throe higher than could conceivably be
reached in CVZ, though it is necessary to continue the investigation to
ensure that limiting mechaniens and parameters are fully understood.
A theoretical study is in progress on electron drift velocities in
selected rare gas mixtures which aro the preferred filling for the lew
power detectors. '.York has been completed on the problems of using CO?/
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electron collection time is considered feasible if improved insulator
structures are used to permit better assembly precision. These v/ili be
tested in the course of the high temperature trials planned in the
prototype AGR at V/incscale.

ininterrompu. La durée normale des campagnes, telle qu'elle est maintenant
prévue est de 80 jours de fonctionnement, effectif (80 jours équivalents
à pleine puissance).
Au cours de cette période, le fonctionnement général du réacteur

Any further work on quadraxial cables has been thwarted by problems
experienced with the manufacture of high performance 55C°C mineral insulated cables in general. A great deai of effort has been necessary to
determine the causes of poor insulation resistance found increasingly in
cables manufactured in recent years. However, the problem is now thought
to be understood and recent trials indicate that the revised cable fabrication procedures now adopted are successful and that the manufacturing
process is new adequately under quality control.
Following trials of the pulse/Campbell channel electronics manufactured
for installation in ï/ir.dscale AGH seme minor redesign of the Campbell circuitry was found necessary and these instruments have now been installed at
iVindscale.

est resté tout à fait satisfaisant : pour l'année 1976 (jusqu'au 19 novembre),
le taux de disponibilité calculé sans tenir compte des arrêts imposés
par l'exécution du programme expérimental, est de 97%. Le facteur de
charge réel, au cours des trois dernières campagnes a été de 86,78 et
77%. be facteur de charge global au cours de l'année 1976(jusqu'au
19 novembre) est de

66 % environ.

Au moment de l'arrêt en novembre, le taux de combustion maximal
atteint dans certains assemblages du coeur nourricier était da 11,2 atomes %,
et dans les assemblages expérimentaux 18,6%.
La figure 1 représente la statistique des aiguilles combustibles

Development of French Programme on Past Reactors,
from March 1976 to March 1977; by L. Vautrey

irradiées dans Rapsodie, en fonction du taux de combustion atteint.
Une pompe primaire a fonctionné au total plus de 74 000 heures,
dont plus de 41 000 heures depuis la dernière visite ; une рошре secondaire

LE DEVELOPPEMENT DES REACTEURS A NEUTRONS RAPIDES EN FRANCE
DE MARS 1976 Л

MA4S 1977

a plus de 54 000 heures de marche depuis la dernière visite.
L'expérimentation prioritaire a été, comme dans le passé, l'irradiation de très nombreux dispositifs, soit sous forme d'assemblages

L. VAUTREY

combustibles complets, soit constitués d'une aiguille ou d'un petit nombre
Comma à l'accoutumée, je vous présenterai successivement :
- un bref historique relatif à l'année écoulée, concernant Rapsodie,

d'aiguilles contenues dans des capsules, soit encore d'échantillons de
matériaux divers, dans le but de mieux connaître

le comportement sous

flux et de mieux évaluer l'influence des différents paramètres. Près de

Phénix , Super Phénix, et l'avenir.

deux tiers des logements dans le coeur ont encore été occupés par de
- puis un rapide panorama sur l'évolution de la recherche et du développement, et les principaux résultats acauis au cours de ces derniers
douze mois.

tels dispositifs expérimentaux.
toirf caractéristique des irradiations expérimentales pendant
cette période a été le maintien en pile de façon délibérée de certaines
aiguilles non seulement jusqu'à rupture mais après rupture. Le bilan

RAPSODIE

global est qu'on n'a jamais observé de rupture de gaine à évolution brutale
ou dangereuse. Autrement dit, les ruptures de gaine n'ont jamais affecté

Le réacteur a continué à fonctionner régulièrement jusqu'au

la sûreté du réacteur. Bien au contraire, on a toujours pu en suivre

19 novembre 1976, date à laquelle il a été arrêté pour 5 mois et demi enviror

l'évolution et arrêter le réacteur au moment où on le jugeait opportun.

pour une période de maintenance et de travaux programmés.

De toute manière, les seuils d'arrêt du réacteur, soit manuels, soit

Trois campagnes d'irradiation se sont déroulées, avant l'arrêt,
depuis mars 1976, avec une puissance

toujours voisine de 40 ми :

une du 1er mars au 10 mai (70 jours), une autre du 25 mai au 1er août

automatiques,restent assez Das pour éviter une trop forte contamination
du sodium primaire. Le réacteur reste "propre".
Cette expérimentation qui a apporté des résultats extrêmement

(69 jours), et une troisième du 16 août au 19 novembre (96 jours). Le

intéressants a été faite évidemment au prix d'une réduction du facteur

réacteur a terminé cette dernière campagne par 40 jours de fonctionnement

de charge, d'une part par suite des arrêts nécessités par le remplacement
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